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Romanization in the East. A case study: Sagalassos and Pisidia

(SW Turkey)

Abstract: The Romanization of the provinces under the Empire has become one of the hottest topics
in current archaeological and historical research. In the past, Romanization was thought of as a
'deliberate' promulgation of 'Roman' art, technology, religion and customs by Roman authorities at
the expense of the conquered civilizations and nations. Meanwhile, it has become clear that this
picture was much more complex, that it was not a unilateral but a bilateral transfer of culture, and
even multi-directional. In the following pages, I attempt to reconstruct the effect on a middle-sized
provincial town in the east, that is Pisidian Sagalassos, of incorporation into the Roman empire. A
comparison of the_urban developments at Sagalassos between the Hellenistic period and the three
centuries that followed the installation of the Principate, shows a complete transformation of the
urban settlement, both in character and morphology.

INTRODUCTION

The Romanization of the provinces under the Empire has become one of the hottest topics in
current archaeological and historical research1.The discussion does not so much concern the
results of this process, but rather its nature. Even its very existence has become controversial,
especially in the east2.If one accepts that something like Romanization did exist, it is generally
recognized-that it happened to different degrees in the west and in the east because of the different
cultural levels of the indigenous populations at the time of their incorporation into the Roman
empire. Ideas about the nature of Romanization, often influenced by sub-recent or modern
political thought3, range from a deliberate transformation organized by the Roman authorities, to
a process of acculturation, to a tool adopted and adapted by local elites for social promotion. In

the past, Romanization was thought of as a 'deliberate' promulgation of 'Roman'lart, technology,
religion and customs by Roman authorities at the expense of the conquered civilizations and
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nations4. Meanwhile, it has become clear that this picture was much more complex, that it was not
a unilateral but a bilateral transfer of culture, and even multi-directional5. Since our literary and
material evidence mainly derives from upper class contexts, the whole process of 'Romanization'
may also have varied widely among different social classes6.Moreover, 'Roman material culture'
is hard to define, since many of its components came from all over the Empire, sometimes losing
their original meaning during their transfer7. However, this does not alter the fact that in Latin
literature and rhetoric, from the middle Republican period until at least the 3rdcentury AD, the
Romans were convinced that they had to spread humanitas (especially their mores) among the
barbarians of the west. Especially during late Republican and early Imperial times civilising these
barbarians was seen as a divinely sanctioned mission of Rome. The Roman attitude to the Greek
world was more ambiguous: there was much admiration for its past, but also rejection of the
'decadence' of the contemporary Greek world. Therefore, Rome's objective in the Greek east was
to restore discipline, while in the west it intended to create order8. Within this order, a network of
citie~ was created as part of a more global reorganization of the landscape, creating for the first
time in the west villages and 'countryside'9. Despite obvious Greek influence on man)' aspects of
Roman art and customs, the Romans tended to see Greek culture and ethos as a kind of threat.
The Greek elite, on the other hand, felt less threatened by the influence of Rome, but nevertheless
continued to feel 'Greek', at least until the yd century ADlO.

Other studies have stressed the limited power exercised by the Roman conquerors over their

subjects and pointed out the existence of acculturation processes, whereby local people were
privately 'encouraged' to follow Roman examplesII.

More recently, Millett has focused on the notion of 'self-Romanisation' by local elites as a
strategy for self-promotion and economic advantage. Assuming'a Roman identity and adopting/
adapting 'Roman' or 'Romanized' materials, may thus have asserted mainly social statusI2. In this
view, the whole transformation was locally driven rather than corresponding with a centralized
policy by the Roman authoritiesI3.

In current research concerning the west, it has also been rightly stressed that 'Roman culture'
was something that was still in continuous development throughout the Imperial period, with
much regional and social variability. During this period, a new 'Imperial' culture was created that
supplanted as much earlier Roman culture as it supplanted that of indigenous people in the
provinces. Therefore, 'Romanization' has recently been defined as the »socio-cultural change

4) For a discussion see Yegiil (2000) 133-153. However, the author stresses that, even if one culture eventually was

imposed on the other, the result was a mix, with the Greek component being stronger than the Roman one.
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7) Freeman op. cit. 438-445.

8) Woolf (1995) 9-18; Whittaker (1997) 144.

9) Woolf (1997) 1.

10) Woolf op. cit. (note 2) 116-143; Woolf op. cit. (note 1) 339.
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resultant upon the integration of indigenous societies into the Roman empire«14.'Romans' and
provincials alike thus contributed to the creation of a new 'Romanized' culture and eventually
many of the provincials may have regarded themselves to some extent as 'Romans' .Yet, in the
east they called themselves very characteristically Rhomaioi, not Romani. Their loyalty to the
empire was because the new cultural climate was not alien to them, since Rome had been able to
co-opt local values and the local cultural heritage into the new 'Imperial' culture of the provinc-
esl5.At a local provincial level, this transformation may thus have been the result of a compromise
between the practical 'Roman' aim of reducing administrative costs by relying on local elites and
the aspirations of the latter, who eagerly assisted in this process since the new order which it
created, elevated them still further above their local countrymen than before. The demonstration
of their increased prestige would have been the key motive for adopting new ideas and objectsl6.

In the following pages, I attempt to reconstruct the effect on a middle-sized provincial town in
the east, that is Pisidian Sagalassos, of incorporation into the Roman empire. City studies are now
widely recognized as excellent vehicles for the study of acculturation or unification processesl7,
especially since they became the instruments and symbols of Roman power transferred by
Augustus to the provincesl8. Since space and society constantly act upon one another, a city's
layout becomes an ideal research topic for studying the way of representing political discourse to
its citizensl9. Yet, urbanization studies, now widespread in the western provinces; are still very
rare in the Greek east2O.

THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD

Sagalassos has been excavated under the direction of the author since 199021.The excavation
results, together with those obtained by the 'Pisidia Survey' carried out since 1982 under the
direction of Mitchell at Pisidian A~tioch22, Kremna23, Ariassos24 and recently at some minor
towns in South Pisidia25(the last years supervised by Vandeput) have drastically changed our
picture of Hellenistic Pisidia. According to earlier accounts by Strabo (XII 7.3) and some modern
scholars, before Augustus' reign the region would have been a backward area hardly touched by
Greek culture and democratic institutions26. However, recent research has indicated that Alexan-

14) Millet - Roymans -=-Slofstra (1995) 1.

15) Yegiil (2000) 135. 138.

16) G. Woolf, ProcCambrPhilSoc 40, 1994,340-350.

17) Lamas (1997) 21--41.

18) Whittaker (1997) 141. 147. See also Woolf (1997) 13.

19) Lefebure (1991) 220-222; Duncan (1993) 232-233; Laurence (1994) 11.

20) Woolf (1997) 1-2. Greece forms an exception thanks to the work of Alcock (1993); idem (1997a) 1-7. A good

attempt for Anatolia will be the volume Berns - van Hesberg - Vandeput - Waelkens (in press).

21) Waelkens (1993a); Waelkens - Poblome (1993); Waelkens - Po blame (1995); Waelkens - Poblome (1997); Waelkens

- Loots (2000).

22) Mitchell- Waelkens (1998).

23) Mitchell (1995).

24) S. Mitchell ~ M. Waelkens, AnatSt 39,1989,61-76; S. Mitchell, AnatSt 41,1991,159-172.
25) S. Mitchell, AnatSt 44, 1994, 129-148; S. Aydal- S. Mitchell- Th. Robinson - L. Vandeput, AnatSt 47, 1997, 141-

172.

26) For example, van Aulock (1977) 13-15.
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der's conquest seems to have been followed by a rapid Hellenization in the use of Greek as the
official language, in municipal institutions and in material culture. This may have occurred first in
the major towns, but eventually minor urban centres also followed suit27.What is important is
that Hellenization in Pisidia was clearly not imposed by a foreign authority, but was chosen by
the native population as a means of keeping up with the rest of Mediterranean society28.

After Alexander's premature death, Sagalassos must have been part of the realm of Antigonos,
but it may have known a short period of autonomy between his death in 301 BC and the defeat of
Lysimachos exactly twenty years later. From that time onward, Sagalassos fell under the control
of the Seleucids29,who, around the transition of the first to the second quarter of the yd century
BC, may have had to recapture the city because part of the inhabitants had apparently sided with
the Galatians. After the treaty of Apamea, Sagalassos became part of the kingdom of the Attalids
who, according to a number of fortresses di5covered during the recent surveys in Pisidia, may
have exercised a much tighter control over the region than was previously assumed3°.In 129 BC,
Sagalassos must have become part of the Roman province of Asia, since a large stretch of the road
built by M. Aquilius to link Pergamon to Attaleia passed through its territory. At the beginning
of the 1st century BC, it must have been incorporated into the new province of Cilicia,which
comprised also the Milyadeis (immediately southwest of Sagalassian territory) and Pisidia3I.
However, in 48/47 BC, the city must have been included for a brief period to Asia, together with
Phrygia and Pamphylia32. Finally, in 39 BC, M. Antonius included it in the newly created
kingdom given to Amyntas. With the latter's death, in 25 BC, the city became part of the
province of Galatia33.

During the three centuries after Alexander's conquest, Sagalassos gradually became a com-
pletely Hellenized city in its political system, its religious life and its public architecture.

The recently published letter to the city by, apparently, Antiochos I, shows that there existed
already a (most probably Greek) law code at Sagalassos at the end of the 4thor (early) yd century
BC34.Under Antiochos In, the city issued autonomous silver tetradrachmas for a short period,
but also used silver drachmas from Side35.Hellenization of the inhabitants may have been

enhanced by the number of Pisidian soldiers in the armies of Alketas, the Seleucids and the
Ptolemies, and also by the probable settlement of Macedonian veterans at or around Sagalassos
under Seleucid rule36.

Monumental architecture from this period is mainly utilitarian and related to the priorities of
the city's population: defence, subsistence and self-rule. From Arrian's Anabasis Alexandri it can
be inferred that, at the time of Alexander's conquest, the »not small city« of Sagalassos was

27) S. Mitchell, MedA 4, 1991, 119-145; idem (1992) 1-27; Bracke (1993) 15-35; Brandt (1999) 39-93; Kosmetatou

(1997) 5-37; Waelkens - Vandeput (in press).

28) Mitchell (1999) 421.

29) E. Kosmetatou, AncSoc 28, 1997, 5-37.

30) Vandorpe (2000) 489-507.

31) Cicero, Verres II 1,95.

32) Cicero, Ad familiares XII 15, 1; Sartre (1995) 134.

33) Waelkens et alii (2000a) 22-26. 156.

34) Vandorpe (2000) 489-493.

35) Vandorpe (2000) 499-500.

36) Kosmetatou - Waelkens (1997) 277-291; Kosmetatou op. cit. 5-37.
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already fortified. The construction of a belt of watchtowers and a fortress on the mountain peaks
overlooking the city may already have preceded this event, or have occurred shortly afterwards.
Tests on the field of view of this system have shown that it controlled most of the access routes to
the city. A similar system of fortresses or watchtowers has been discovered on mountain peaks
and hill tops along the borders of Sagalassian territory and on some very visible peaks within it.
Here again, computer analysis has indicated that they were part of a network of intervisible
lookouts directly or indirectly connected to the above mentioned outer defences overlooking the
city itself. An impressive system of barrier walls to the north of the city could, in my view, be
early Hellenistic. It is very similar to the 'great circuit walls' of this period, in which the heights
above a settlement were incorporated into the defence system. Its construction may have been
related to threats posed by the Galatians and therefore date to Seleucid rule. Traces of a real city
wall, in some places incorporated into the late Roman defence system, indicate a construction
date for the former in late Hellenistic times37.Throughout the Hellenistic period, weaponry
remained the most popular motif on (early to middle Hellenistic) ostothecae38 and on public
architecture. As in republican Italy, early and middle Hellenistic public architecture elsewhere in
Pisidia also showed a distinctive pattern of structures intended to safeguard or formulate a city's
independence and self-sufficiency39. Another of the oldest structures thus far unearthed at
Sagalassos, the early Hellenistic Market Building, also belongs to this category. A still unexcavat-
ed terraced building in the northeast corner of the Upper Agora, has been identified as a Market
Building. This type of structure built for storing food supplies was common in many of the early
to middle Hellenistic Pisidian cities and indicates a well organized society conversant with the
principle of communal storage and redistribution. The roof system of the postern that traverses
the Market Building suggests an early yd century BC date for its construction. Originally, the
building was most probably situated along a street leading to the Upper Agora, which was then
much smaller and apparently of a slightly different orientation from the early Imperial agora4o.

When Rome incorporated this part of Pisidia into its provincia Asia, it must have found in
many other places, as in Sagalassos, societies that were well urbanized and organized. Yet, besides
tax-collection, the direct Roman involvement may have remained rather small. In fact, in Asia,
the number of monuments connect~d with Roman republican rule is very limited41.A similar
picture emerges from the Roman west: in Southern Gaul, Spain and North Africa, the absence of
surviving 'Republican' remains is so striking that this cannot merely be accounted for by
defective survival. During this period it seems that, as long as taxes were paid, intervention was
kept to a minimum, and the externals of life may have largely remained the sa,meas before the
Roman conquest42.

Under Republican rule, Sagalassos received its first thus far known 'political' structure, a
Bouleuterion (council house) built during the earlier 1st century BC. The plan of the monument

I

11

37) Loots - Waelkens - Depuydt (2000) 595-634; M. Waelkens et alii (2000a) 17-216; Vanhaverbeke - Waelkens (in

press ).

38) Kose (2001).

39) Waelkens (in press); Lomas (1997) 26-27.

40) S. Mitchell, MedA 4, 1991, 119-126; Waelkens et alii (2000b) 303-311.

41) Tuchelt (1979). .

42) J. B. Ward-Perkins, ]RS 60, 1970, 1-2.
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reflects purely Hellenistic,architecture, being a very close copy, even to its dimensions, of the
council house at Priene, built a hundred years previously. During the same period similar
constructions arose in many other towns of Asia (Stratonikeia), including Pisidia (Termessos,
Ariassos). The frieze decoration of the building, composed of local weaponry motifs and
representations of the gods of war, Ares and Athena, are again completely Hellenistic in appear-
ance and illustrate the city's willingness to defend its political rights43.A study of the Hellenistic
pantheon has revealed that the old Luwian gods had also by this time been assimilated with their
Greek counterparts. The cult of Apollo, dynastic deity of the Seleucids, may have been intro-
duced under their reign44.

Between 39 and 25 BC, Sagalassos became part of Amyntas' kingdom created by M. Antonius.
A decree of Sagal~ssos concerning a Termessian citizen, Manesas, who had rendered Sagalassos
important services at a time of serious internal strife45,suggests that the citizens of Sagalassos were
divided in their support for the Galatian king. One of the strongholds located in the city's
territory, Sandalion, even resisted the army of the king until his death46. Between 32/31 and
25/24 BC, Amyntas established his headquarters for the 'Sandaliote' war at nearby Kremna47.
This led to a sudden increase of locally minted bronzes in this city, which had begun to issue
autonomous bronze coinsduring the 1st century BC. Mitchellvery convincinglysuggestedthat
these were issued in order that they could be exchanged for the larger silver denominations
minted by Amyntas in Pamphylia, with which he paid his troops stationed at Kremna. The
increased local coinage at Kremna would make everyday market transactions with the soldiers
easier48.At Sagalassosas well, an autonomous bronze coinagebeganduring the 1st century BC.
Unfortunately, these oldest issues are not firmly dated and their chronology has not so far been
established on stratigraphical evidence, so that it remains unclear whether or not the 'Sandaliote
war' also had an effect on the local mint.

Two late pt century BC structures at Sagalassos may have been built, or b~gun, either during
Amyntas' reign or shortly afterwards. The first is a Doric 'distyle in antis' temple set on a small
podium to the northwest of the Bouleuterion and adjoining it. It was probably dedicated to
Zeus49.Possibly, the sanctuary was already planned and the temple itself built before the reign of
Augustus. Recently, Vandeput has dated it to the early Imperial period, because of the presence
of a podium with a frontal stairway. Pisidia contains various such podium temples built shortly
before or shortly after the beginning of our era. Most of them are very difficult to date exactly,
since thus far no stratigraphical evidence is available. All these have been attributed by Vandeput
to the early Imperial period because of the podia5°.There can be no doubt that the type of podium
reflects Roman influence. Yet, such influence would not necessarily have started only with the

. reign of Augustus. 'Roman' buildingtechniqueshad alreadyappearedin Asiaaround the middle
of the 1stcentury BC51,and Roman influences on pottery production occurred even earlier (see
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45) TAM Ill, I. 7, 9-16.

46) Strabo XII 6. 4.

47) Waelkens et alii (1997a) 29-31.

48) Mitchell (1995) 44-45.
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below). It is clear that, early in the reign of Augustus (see also Vandeput), the original layout of
the sanctuary was changed and that a Corinthian propylon and a temenos wall were added52.
Judging by the awkward plan and the change of order, the latter most probably replaced an older
propylon planned in the Doric order. The change of plan and order was apparently dictated by
the construction, in Augustan times, of a rich Corinthian Heroon, immediately northeast of the
Doric temple, which would have dwarfed the entrance to the sanctuary as originally planned. If
the construction of temple and propylon followed one another as quickly as Vandeput suggests,
it would seem strange that the plain Doric order was chosen for the temple, since this made it
much less sumptuous than the other structures around it, including its propylon, all built in the
rich Corinthian order. Another local temple, of certain Augustan date, the temple of Apollo
Klarios, was built in the Ionic order. It is also striking that all the podium temples cited by
Vandeput as being of certain early Imperial date were Corinthian, while those of disputed, but
possible pre-Augustan date are all Doric53.

Inscriptions document the presence of 'local Roman businessmen' and 'resident Romans' in
the east from the early 2ndcentury BC almost to the end of the Augustan period54.At the time of
the temple's construction, there were already Romans settled in the area, in the Lysis valley (see
below). These people certainly may have had more than a merely commercial influence. It is
possible that late Republican podium temples will eventually be found in other parts of Asia. A
different type of podium temple, not dictated by the terrain alone (as was the case with the
Dionysos and Hera Basileia temples in the same city) already existed in early to middle Hellenis-
tic Pergamon (Mamurtkale, Zeus temple on the Upper Agora)55.After half a century of Attalid
rule, exceptfor a short intervalin the first half of the 1st century BC, Pergamonhad becomethe
provincial capital upon which Sagalassos depended. The cities were linked by the road built by
M. Aquilius. Therefore, even if no 'Republican' podium temples exist at Pergamon today,
Roman influence could already have reached Sagalassos at the time of Amyntas either via
Pergamon, seat of the provincial authorities, or via the Roman residents in the region. Despite the
uncertainty caused by the 'Sandaliote' war, the departure of the publicani, may have initiated a
slow recovery in most Pisidian cities and a resumption of building activities.

A second structure, a U-shaped Doric fountain house, could also be attributed, this time on
stratigrapical grounds, to the years preceding the arrival of Augustus, or to the period immediate-
ly after56.The whole building still reflects the Greek tradition of a fountain house, protecting
rather than exposing the water flow57.

What is striking about the public monuments of Hellenistic Sagalassos is their emphasis on
function rather than on representation, the only exception being the rich display of civic pride
and military prowess in the external friezes and in the rich interior Corinthian order of the

Bouleuterion. Contemporary ostothecae conveyed the same message. All the other buildings

52) Waelkens et alii (2000b) 228-231.

53) Another Augustan podium temple, probably dedicated to the Imperial cult, at Alexandria Troas, was either Ionic or

Corinthian, see: Giirkay (in press). This was also the case with the now lost Temple of Augustus at Mylasa.
54) MacMullen (2000) 3.

55) Radt (1988) 117; Radt (1999) 93. 241-244.

56) Waelkens et alii (2000b) 312-323.

57) Compare Gros (1996) 219-222.
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have been built in the plain Doric order. Except for Ionic peripteroi at Selge and Termessos, the
Doric order and the same functional architecture also prevail in the other Pisidian towns
throughout the Hellenistic period58.The same picture emerges from better known centres such as
Priene and Miletus, which remained basically 'Doric' cities, except for prestigious sanctuaries
(Ionic Athena temples in both places) and 'royal' constructions (the Laodike monument and
Propylon of the Bouleuterion at Miletus).

In most Hellenistic cities, buildings may have been usually constructed and paid for by the
municipal treasuries. During the early and middle Hellenistic period, voluntary philanthropy
from the elite class does not seem to have been used for local self-advertisement. Instead, what the
cities expected of their benefactors mainly was to intervene with the rulers who were the primary
source of financial support59.The Attalids, for example, built a stoa on the agora of Termessos.
After the creltion of the province of Asia, these rulers were not replaced by the Roman
pro magistrates as building lords. It is also striking that before the reign of Augustus, honours to
Roman officials were decreed by cities and not by individuals, and that these honours did not
place them at the same (cultic) level as those previously decreed for Hellenistic kings but rather
on the level of prominent fellow citizens. An assimilation with the previous rulers only started in
a subtle way with Pompey, and more openly with Caesar6o.As in the western part of the empire,
most of these governors and officials did not intervene in public construction at all.

While the transition from Hellenistic monarchies to Roman republican rule did not produce
an alternative for the former royal donations and benefactions, the turmoil of the 1stcentury BC,
combined with the activities of the publicani, did create a new urban elite of Roman merchants
and land-owners, and of rich locals, with fortunes based on money-lending and confiscations.
Since many of them were connected with the tax companies, handling huge sums, they had plenty
of liquid capital to invest61.In many Asian cities, they became the only potential source for public
construction. In some towns they even acquired an exceptional social position and some received
semi-divine honours62 Up to that point, we have discovered no trace of them at Sagalassos, but
during the reign of Augustus such families become visible here as well as elsewhere. In late

Hellenistic times, possibilities for self-promotion in Pisidia seem to have remained mainly
confined to diplomatic activity, in which the citizens ofTermessos especially seem to have played
a prominent role63.This city was since the Mithridatic wars, according to the Lex Antonia de
Termessibus, a free city with special ties to Rome (leiberi amicei socieque populi Romani).

The countryside round Sagalassos during the Hellenistic period is rather well documented.
Thus far, nearly forty sites have been identified in the city's vast territory. Most striking is that
half of them are well fortified, most of them located at higher elevations (Abb. 1). Safety rather
than agricultural potential seems to have been the decisive factor for selecting a site. Three-
quarters of the (fewer) settlements located at lower altitudes were only identified by the discov-

58) Machatschek - Schwarz (1981); S. Mitchell, MedA 4,1991,119-126; Waelkens - Vandeput (in press); Mitchel (1995)
29-34 (Doric Agora).

59) Sartre (1995) 137. 148.

60) Tuchelt (1979).

61) MacMullen (2000) 6-7.

62) Sartre (1995) 137-138. 149-164.255.

63) See Bracke (1993) 18-19; Waelkens (in press).
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ery of ostothecae with weaponry reliefs. There are also three sanctuaries, two of which again are
located at higher, well-protected altitudes. This does not necessarily mean that the countryside
round the city was almost empty64. However, permanent ashlar or stone constructions were
basically connected with defence or cult (including the afterlife), while farming villages or farms
seem to have been made of more perishable materials. Their numbers may have been relatively
small, with most farmers living in or near fortified settlements, rather than in the open country-
side. However, an increase in farming activity during this period can be documented by palyno-
logical evidence. It has established the introduction in the area, from the early Hellenistic period
onwards, of olive culture, albeit still on a small scale. Olive culture was clearly introduced as part
of the Hellenization process65.Much later, while describing the Iberian peninsula, Strabo consid-
ered settled agriculture based on cereals supplemented by vines and olives as a characteristic
feature of the 'civilized' part of the region66.At the same time, the introduction of olive culture
could also reflect a commercialization of agricultural surplus, similar to the introduction of wine
production in Spain during the Roman republican period. The export of wine and oil from Asia
Minor to Alexandria is documented from the middle of the yd century BC onwards67. Larger
estates, belonging to Hellenistic rulers, or to Rome or to Amyntas, existed in or near the territory
of Sagalassos,especiallyin the plain of Burdur68.During the 1St century BC, Roman landowners
were established in the Lysis valley, immediately to the south of the Sagalassos territory69.

Besides investing in olive yards, a long-term investment without immediate return, Hellenistic
landowners may also have invested in more industrial activities such as pottery. During the
Hellenistic period, with growing Roman influence, the production of red slipped tableware or
(eastern) sigillata was already developed at various places in the eastern Mediterranean. By late
Republican times it had become a common feature on most eastern tables. The fashion developed
almost simultaneously in the Attalid and in the Seleucid kingdoms, before their annexation by
Rome. Eastern sigillata A, most probably produced in the northern part of the Seleucid kingdom,
in the hinterland of its capital Antioch, was immediately exported over large distances and
rapidly became dominant throughout the eastern Mediterranean. On the other hand, the contem-
porary sigillata produced at Pergamon (ESC) remained of mere regional importance throughout
the late Hellenistic period. Early in the 1st century BC, Cypriot sigillata also started to be
produced, possibly in the Nea Paphos area, but again its export remained confined to Cyprus and
the Levant. From the 2ndcentury BC onwards, a late Hellenistic predecessor of the imperial
'Sagalassos red slip wares' started to be produced near this city, using clays from the slopes
immediately to the east of Sagalassos (in the 'Potters' Quarter') and to some extent also of
deposits 8 km further south. However, its importance and export did not extend beyond the
region immediately around ieo.
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67) Sartre (1995) 77.

68) Waelkens et alii (2000a) 171-172.

69) A. S. Hall, AnatSt 36, 1986, 137. 153; M. Waelkens et alii (2000a) 188.
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Thus, in 25 BC, the Roman authorities found a well-organized civic community at Sagalassos
and a city with all essential public amenities. The expansion of farming, especially olive culture,
and the creation of a pottery production centre indicate a stable economy.

THE REIGNOF AUGUSTUS(25 BC -14 AD)

In 25 BC, after the death of the Galatian king Amyntas, his possessions were annexed by
Augustus who transformed them into the province of Galatia. M. Lollius became the first
governor of the province, which until the later yd century AD would be governed by legati
Augusti pro praetore71.The impact of the event must have been felt almost right away by the
province's inhabitants. In fact, early in the Principate, Roman-style monuments and goods
suddenly began to appear in the provinces, not only in the west, but all over the Mediterranean.
Eventually, this resulted in a new and more coherent sense of 'Romanitas'72. ':(he changes even
affected the capital in such a way that they have been termed »the Roman cultural revolution«73.

The first thing that the reign of Augustus produced was peace and stability after nearly three
centuries of intermittent warfare. First of all, Augustus pacified the unruly Taurus region74.In
order to consolidate the new stability, he stationed legio VII, which was to recruit on a large scale
locally, near Pisidian Antioch, where it remained until AD 7. In the Flavian period, a cavalry
regiment was stationed there. In early Imperial times, two more auxiliary units operated in Pisidia
and Pamphylia. Two cavalry regiments were levied from the Augustan colonies in Galatia, one of
them at Antioch75.The role of the army was more than a mere occupation force. As the example
of Kremna during the reign ~f Amyntas had shown, soldiers also had a lot of money to spend and
attracted traders, thus becoming an economic advantage to an area76.In Africa proconsularis the
presence of a military garrison may even have stimulated production in the interior of neighbour-
ing Numidia and Tripolitania77. The army was fed not only on requisitioned grain, but also on
supplements purchased by the state at fixed prices78.Moreover, soldiers were involved in local
construction, sometimes on the orders of the emperor himself79.Their skills in building provided
models for provincial populations. In the western provinces, the army introduced the use of fired
brick, but also produced amphorae and moulded red pottery, thus introducing Roman goods to
the native population8O. In Pisidia, the Roman garrisons may have stimulated the potters of
Sagalassos to adopt new models and technology, while being themselves potential new consum-
ers.

71) Mitchell (1993) 61-63.

72) J. B. Ward-Perkins, JRS 60, 1970,9-18; G. Woolf, WorldA 28, 1997,345-346; Woolf (2000) 122; Whittaker (1997)
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74) Mitchell (1993) 70-79; Sartre (1995) 176-177.

75) Mitchell op. cit. 73-74; Mitchell- Waelkens (1998) 8.17 note 49.

76) R. MacMullen, BAmSocP 31,1984,165.

77) Mattingly (1997b) 134.

78) Mitchell (1993) 251.
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Another, even longer lasting initiative by Augustus with a view to pacifying and controlling
the Taurus region, was the creation of twelve colonies in southern Galatia, six of them located in
Pisidia. This happened within a few years of the creation of the province8!. This intervention,
rather exceptional for the Greek east82,illustrates the emperor's determination to eradicate
brigandage and piracy in the area, even if many of the colonies had a defensive rather than an
offensive role83.At the same time, the measure offered good farming land to Augustus' veterans.
It may have involved the installation of some 40 to 60,000 of them, including officers who would
create a middle class with a good purchasing power, ties to Italy and connections with people in
higher places84.In the largest colony of all, Antiocheia ad Pisidiam, the patronage of the new
colony by members of the imperial household, who were offered honorary local offices, stimu-
lated a rapid advancement of the local veterans to high offices and social advancement - by AD 69
seven Antiochenes had already reached the status of militia equestris and, in AD 70 and AD 90,
two had been consul suffeetus in Rome, the first orientals in this job. Moreover, this patronage
explains why, during the Julio-Claudian period, building activities in the colony, profiting from
these ties, reached an exceptional level in both quantity and quality85.Since the Pisidian colonies
were created in already existing local cities, the Italian element was eventually absorbed into the
local fabric86.It can be assumed that many of the veterans became connected with the native
aristocracy through intermarriage, which in its turn may have improved the chances of the locals
of gaining Roman citizenship. Even if this meant the eventual disappearance of the Latin
language, the veterans must certainly have passed a lot of Roman ideas, both in construction
technology and in ceramic morphology and production, to the native population. They could
thus have influenced the introduction of 'Sagalassos red slip ware' as a new supra-regional fine
tableware. Colonies were not only garrison posts, but also models of what Roman civilization
and government were all about87.At the same time, the creation of these 'Pisidian' colonies may
also have stimulated the commercialization of agricultural surplus in the region, including olive
growing, which in Imperial times expanded enormously in the territory of Sagalassos (see below).
The creation, during the second half of the 1st century BC, of two colonies (Tarraco and Barcino)
in Hispania Citerior had similar effects on the commercialization of its fine quality wines88.

A third 'military' measure with long term economic consequences was the construction of a
good road system. Roman roads were first of all a symbol of conquest, demonstrating the power
of Rome, while at the same time providing a sense of security. Yet, they also made the permanent
and efficient flow of long-distance trade possible. Moreover, the milestones placed along these
roads indicated the economic power and extent of individual territories89.

In 6 BC, the via Sebaste linked the Pisidian colonies to one another, but also gave them access
to the Pamphylian ports and to already existing road systems in Anatolia9°. Since this road

81) Mitchell (1993) 76-77.

82) G. Woolf, ProcCamhrPhilSoc 40,1994,123.

83) Mitchell (1993) 77.

84) MacMullen (2000) 9-10.
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87) See on the role of Emerita (Lusitania) in this respect: Edmondson (1990) 168-169.

88) Keay (1990) 136-137.

89) Zanker (2000) 29-30; Purcell (1990) 12.

90) Mitchell (1993) 76-77.
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crossed 42 km of its territory, Sagalassos thus gained access to an excellent network for trade91.
This certainly helps to explain why, during the imperial period, it rapidly surpassed its former
rival Selge to become the first city of Pisidia. Good communications with a city's hinterland and
with other centres was a prerequisite for urban growth92.At the same time, towns situated on
major roads also profited from a better access to information: the status of the town was directly
related to its distance from the lines of communication93. The three initiatives of Augustus to
pacify the area - the stationing of a garrison, the foundation of a number of colonies and the
creation of an excellent road network - must have enhanced the spreading of 'Roman' ideas,
goods and technology, and the development of new economic possibilities at Sagalassos.

The city was further stimulated by an extension of its territory. The growth of larger cities at
the expense of smaller ones was one of the results of the incorporation of the Greek world into
the Roman empire94.One of Augustus' first concerns was the organization of a censusthroughout
the empire (Res Gestae 8.2), and for this the settlement of boundaries between the individual
cities became a major responsibility of the provincial governors. Evidence from Spain shows that,
after an initial phase of organization under Augustus himself, the erection of boundary markers,
possibly reflecting the settlement of disputes between neighbouring communities, continued into
the reign of Nero95.Similar events seem to have occurred around Sagalassos. The creation of six
colonies in Pisidia in already existing towns, the use of temple or public lands for colonial
allotments and the transformation of royal estates and property into imperial or public holdings
must have involved a lot of topographical and centuriatio activity. They certainly caused territo-
rial disputes. That, in this region, this also continued into the reign of Nero is shown by the
erection, during his reign, of a series of boundary markers between Sagalassian territory and an
imperial estate in the plain of Burdur, apparently involving a change of boundary for which the
city eventually received compensation96. For administrative purposes, some existing cities under
Augustus also enclosed formerly independent little towns97.The absence of public architecture of
the imperial period in a small, unidentified, but well fortified Hellenistic city site (Kepez Kalesi),
and milestones of Sagalassos in a valley that must originally have belonged to the Hellenistic city
of the Keraitai, suggest that Sagalassos had absorbed the territory of at least two neighbouring
smaller towns in imperial times, most probably during the reign of Augustus98.This must have
considerably increased its farming potential.

This process meant that, especially in the early days of the empire, the governor must have
played a major role in the area. Governors were allowed to intervene in virtually every aspect of
provincial life. Their first duty was the maintenance of security, which in the early days of the
empire must have forced the governor of Galatia to concentrate his efforts on Pisidia and Isauria.
A second duty was the administration of justice, for which judicial assizes were held at principal
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towns. This meant that the governor was continuously on the move. It brought him as a guest,
sometimes for longer periods, to the houses of the local nobility. The governor's contacts in
Rome may have provided the locals with a stepping stone of social advancement99.Governors
were also the key agents in the promotion of Roman values and through their actions presented
Rome and 'Romanitas' to the provincial inhabitants 100.The enthusiasm with which cities tried to
please governors illustrates their powerl01.

In Galatia, .the first governors supervised the foundation of colonies, organized the stationing
of troops, prepared the creation of a road system and defined the boundaries of old towns and of
new colonies. They must also have been involved in the urbanization of new cities such as
Ancyra, Pessinus and Tavium, created, perhaps in 22 or 21 BC, in the region of the Celtic tribes,
where none had existed beforel02.Although the cultural changes that affected all the provinces of

the empire almo~t simultaneously cannot be identified as a deliberate imperial initiative, their
consistency and coincidence in some parts of the empire, especially in the Celtic tribal capitals
and the colony at Pisidian Antioch, have been attributed to an intentional state intervention by
the provincial authoritiesl03. Elsewhere, it is known that governors encouraged investment in
monumental buildingl04.The letters of the younger Pliny to Trajan in the early 2ndcentury AD
and the writings of Ulpian early in the yd century AD show that even then, it was still expected
that governors should supervise major building projects, suggest the construction of public
utilities, restrain ruinous financial urban policies, examine repairs, and provide technical assist-
ance whenever neededlO5.Governors thus became the leading figures in provincial society, whose
intervention could secure benefits and advantages for cities and individuals alike. In return, the
cities honoured them as their patrons and benefactors106.

In fact, the first governor of the province of Galatia, M. Lollius (25-22 BC)IO7,was honoured
with a statue as its 'patron' by the 'demos' of Sagalassos108.This was certainly more than just an
expression of loyalty, but also reflected gratitude for services that the first imperial governor had
rendered to the city. Since the via Sebaste, which was so important for the economy of Sagalassos,
was built almost a generation later, in 6 BC, and since so far no Sagalassians are known to have
received Roman citizenship under Augustus, the gratitude of the citizens may have been due to
other advantages of the governor's activities, such as ending the rebellion at Sandalion or
expanding the territory of the city with that of two smaller neighbours. The statue base was
recovered among the ruins of the Antonine nymphaeum on the Upper Agora, together with
another statue base dedicated to Sextus Julius Frontinus, governor of Asia in (and around)
AD 86109,honoured as 'governor' av8vJta'to~ and 'euergetes'llO. Both bases may have been re-
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used in this building after its repair in the course of the 4thcentury AD and may originally have
occupied places elsewhere on the city's main square. With regard to M. Lollius, there was an
Augustan honorific monument with a'canopy roof for a statue on the south side of the square,
which, during the 4thcentury AD, was usurped for contemporary emperorsl11. However, it is
very unlikely that such a prominent structure would have housed the statue of a governor. It
would be more likely to be a statue of Augustus himself, or that of another member of the
imperial household.

Much later, around AD 220-240, the Sagalassians honoured a third governor, this time
governing the province Lycia-Pamphylia and a citizen of their own town, Aufidius Coresnius
Marcellus, as 'bouleutes' and 'euergetes'. His statue base was recovered in an area to the west of

the Apollo Klarios temple112.Two generations later, in AD 278, another citizen of the city,
Terentius Marcianus, became governor of Lycia-Pamphylia. He led the Roman forces against the
rebellion of Lydios at Kremna, where he put up an inscription honouring Probus. Terentius
Marcianus is also known from three honorific inscriptions from Sagalassos, Trebenna and
Termessos. His hometown honoured him with a statue as 'euergetes' exceeding all predecessors
in justice and generosity (philanthropia), while the Trebenna inscription uses similar terms. The
Termessians simply honoured him as »patron and benefactor of the city«. Mitchell has very
plausibly suggested that this show of loyalty by the three Pisidian cities reflects the governor's
generosity and forgiveness for the fact that they were probably compromised by Lydios' rising113.
The nature of the 'euergesiai' of Frontinus and Marcellus is unknown. The latter may have
benefited his hometown both as a member of the local council, which by then involved a heavy
financial burden, and as provincial governor. Frontinus may have helped the city, as he had done
in Phrygian Hierapolis, after an earthquake that must have caused considerable damage during
the second half of the 1SI century' ADl14. During the yd century AD, the Sagalassians also set up, in
his hometown, a statue for a fifth governor, M. Ulpius Italicus, native of Kremna and governor of
Lycia-Pamphylia. In the dedicatory inscription they refer to him as their 'patron' and 'euer-
getes'115.

The different provinces to which the five governors belonged show that Sagalassos, located in
the border zone between Asia, Galatia and Lycia-Pamphylia, was transferred on various occa-
sions from one province to the other. As the dedication to M. Lollius and Strabo's comments
(XII 6,5) show, the city originally belonged to the province of Galatia. A milestone with the name
of a governor of Lycia-Pamphylia, which was found along the north side of Lake Burdur and
dated to the reign of Septimius Severus and his two sons, offers epigraphic evidence that, at that
time, Sagalassos had become part of this province. In the past, it was assumed that this transfer

had already occurred during the 1st century AD, but the whole discussiC?nwas recently re-
evaluated by Christol and Drew-Bear, who proposed that it occurred during the reign of
Hadrian. They argue that 'Pisidia' is still mentioned as part of Galatia under Trajan, while around
AD 144-147 an inscription from Comama, to the southwest of Sagalassos, refers to a governor of
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Lycia-Pamphylia. They also cite the fact that a governor named Proclus in the dedication of the
rebuilt Temple of Apollo Klarios at Sagalassos is usually identified with either Cn. Arrius
Cornelius Proculus or Julius Proculus, governors of Lycia-Pamphylia in AD 139-140 and
AD 152 respectively. Finally, Claudius Ptolemaeus (V 5,4) classifies the city as part of Lycia
(-Pamphylia) in his work, written either under Hadrian or rewritten under Marcus Aurelius.
Therefore, Christol and Drew-Bear suggested the identification of D. Fonteius Fronto, men-
tioned in an inscription dated to AD 165 at Bogazi~i (near Kormasa) immediately to the south of
Sagalassian territory, not as a governor of Asia, as had been proposed by French, but as a
proconsul of Lycia-Pamphylia. They used this evidence as an argument for a change of the
provincial borders before that dateII6.

The fact that under Trajan, 'Pisidia' is mentioned as being part of Galatia does not mean
however that the whole district must still have been included in this province. In fact, the
honorific inscription dedicated to S.Julius Frontinus clearly shows that Sagalassos had again
become part of Asia in AD 86, to which it had belonged twice already in republican times. Its
provincial alignment between the death of Augustus and that date are less clear. In the early years
of Tiberius' reign, as the edict of Sex. Sotidius Strabo Libuscidianus shows, Sagalassos still
belonged to GalatiaII7.Based on the large number of dedications in Pisidian cities to the emperor
Claudius, from shortly after his succession, Horsley and Mitchell suggested that in AD 43 North
Pisidia, together with Pamphylia, became part of the newly created province of Lycia-Pam-
phyliaII8.Two of these inscriptions come from Sagalassos,where two honorific arches were built
for Claudius, from AD 42-43 and AD 43-44 respectively, the first being a rededication of a
monument originally honouring Caligula (see below). Although these dedications are not a proof
as such, this suggestion has some plausibility. Under Nero, in AD 54-55, a giant province was
created, combining Galatia and Cappadocia, which lasted until AD 64 or even AD 66-67. In
AD 68, Pamphylia seems to have been detached from Lycia again and re-united with Galatia, in
which case Sagalassos may also have rejoined this province. According to Sartre, Vespasian united
Pamphylia once more with Lycia possibly in AD 74, and combined Galatia with Cappadocia, a
situation that would be maintained until the beginning of the 2ndcenturyII9. This means that there
were plenty of opportunities for changing provincial borders in Northern Pisidia.

The inscriptions from Sagalassos itself can further contribute to the documentation of these
transfers. It has been shown that the decoration of the rebuilt Apollo Klarios Temple did not fit
with a Hadrianic or Antonine date of the buildinginscription,but that it belongedto the late 1st

or early 2ndcentury AD12O.The temple, which meanwhile served the cult of Apollo and of the
imperial house, had received new wall veneer and a new peristasis, most probably after suffering
earthquake damage. It was inaugurated at the time when T. Flavius Collega, who together with
his family had financed the reconstruction, held office as high priest of the imperial cult at
Sagalassos. He had most probably obtained his citizenship from Cn. Pompeius Collega, governor
of Galatia-Cappadocia c. AD 75/76-77/78121.If Sagalassos had effectively become part of Lycia-
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1
Pamphylia in AD 43, as Mitchell and Horsley suggest, it may have rejoined Galatia in AD 68,
together with Pamphylia. However, the citizenship cited above shows that in the early or mid-
70s, Sagalassos did not follow Pamphylia in being reunited with Lycia again, but stayed in the
large province of Galatia-Cappadocia. This was also the case with Pisidian Antioch, which
honoured Cn. Pompeius Collega as its 'patronus'122.This means that the transfer from Galatia to
Asia most probably occurred between AD 75/78 and AD 86. At the time of Trajan, the city must
still have belonged to Asia, since the date of the governorship of two proconsulesAsiae, C. Aquillius
Proculus (AD 103-104) and (Q. Fulvius Gillo) Bittius Proculus (AD 115-116), and especially
that of the first, fit perfectly with the architecture of the temple123.The whole construction and
layout of both the Neon Library and of the Roman baths at Sagalassos, started around AD 120,
betray a very strong influence from Ephesus, which is easier to understand if the latter was still
the provincial capital of Sagalassos. Yet, towards the end of the reign of Hadrian, the city may
have been incorporated into Lycia-Pamphylia. Under Hadrian, a prominent local family received
Roman citizenship and took the name of P. Aelii. A son-in-law, originally named Philippus,
apparently received citizenship under the same emperor, possibly on the same occasion. He
became known as P. Aelius Mettius Philippus. His cognomen Mettius may derive from his
'patron'. Two governors with that name are likely candidates: (c. Trebonius Proculus) Mettius
Modestus, governor of Asia in AD 119-120, or his grandson Mettius Modestus, governor of
Lycia andPamphylia in AD 130-133. Chronologically, the second appears the more likely,
although the first cannot be completely excluded124.In the first case, Sagalassos was still part of
Asia during the first years of Hadrian's reign; in the latter, by the years AD 130-133, it had
already been transferred to Lycia-Pamphylia. In view of these two possibilities, the inscription
citing D. Fonteius Fronto discussed above cannot establish which province this governor ruled in
AD 165.

The text of the geographer Ptolemy, written either under Hadrian or rewritten under Marcus
Aurelius, gives a better hint that Sagalassos had changed provinces at some time between the
reigns of Hadrian and Marcus Aurelius. It is striking that by that time the city was in fact much
more oriented towards Pamphylia, using the port of Perge for exporting its fine tablewares,
especiallyfrom the late 1st century AD125,and even importing craftsmen from the area around the
middle of the 2nd century AD to complete its first monumental nymphaeum above the Lower
Agora126. The shift from one province to the other, may thus have followed economic realities.
The motive for the transfer from Galatia to Asia in late Flavian times remains unclear.

The citizens who were most directly involved with the governors were the members of the

local elite, who from Augustus onwards, very soon played a new role in the municipal system.

Prosperity returned because of efforts to keep taxation levels low andl to maintain a remarkably
small public service127. In fact, fr,om Augustus to the yd century AD, the whole Roman adminis-
tration was based on a large degree of municipal autonomy and self-government, founded on
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local social hierarchies linked to urban forms, which in the east had already existed for centuries.
Throughout the imperial period, provincial cities themselves oversaw, through their own admin-
istration, the production and consumption of resources within the city and its territory, the
maintenance of order and the collection of taxes and other services due to the Roman authori-

ties128.It was this reliance on the involvement of the local nobility in the municipal administration
that made the »secret of government without bureaucracy« possible for the Romansl29.

Most municipal offices remained unchanged from Hellenistic times, when two types of office
had been developed. First, there were the archai, public magistracies undertaken as an honour
(time), and secondly the leithourgiai, heavy financial burdens taken on by wealthy citizens.
However, the two categories now gradually merged, while the archai (for example, the ago-
ranomos) became very expensive, since whoever took up office had to pay a summa honoraria
and had to spend mpre than his official budget allowed. As a result, the office of magistrate was
eventually monopofized by the local nobility13°.On the other hand, the leithourgiai, already the
province of the rich, also took charge of activities that became ,more and more essential for

communal life, such as the maintenance of the gymnasia (gymnasiarches) or the organization of
festivals and games (agonothetesJ131.The inscriptions of Sagalassos have so far only revealed one
agoranomos but, very characteristically for the political evolution, they offer evidence for dozens
of agonothesiai. Inscriptions from elsewhere in Asia Minor make it clear that the sponsors of
games (agonothetai) enjoyed everywhere the status and privileges of the archai. The final result
was the abolishment of real democracies in favour of forms of self-rule based on property
qualifications, an oligarchic system that had already been developing before the Roman conquest.
Yet, as far as the imposition of Roman law was concerned, there remained an enormous variety of
systems, stipulated by individual treaties or granted by the governor, who enjoyed a great
freedom of action132.

However, those with the necessary property qualifications were not only encouraged, but also
expected to identify their interests with those of Rome and to use their wealth for the benefit of

the whole community. In return, they gained local power and esteem, posthumous prestige,
remembrance and philotimia (honour)133.But, the extension of Roman citizenship to these local
elites and the fact that Roman rule eventually extended their control over the rest of the
population can be seen as even a greater reward for services rendered to Rome134.It was very
important that, everywhere in the empire, the position of these aristocracies was henceforth
guaranteed from above rather than from below135.It was a very effective way of using existing
social structures to ensure the loyalty of the nobility and to stimulate a gradual emulation of elite
behaviour by upwardly mobile strata of native society136.In the end, this approach proved to be
more successful for controlling conquered territory than was military force137.
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The patterns of public building, especially, can be studied as a reflection of the political vision
and of the cultural aspirations of the municipal elite138.Vitruvius139stressed the fact that public
building was the responsibility of the elite. Thus, in Gaul, aristocrats seem to have promoted
urbanism14°;in the east they helped to transform the old citiesl41.Recently, their involvement in
the culture of civic munificence as a responsibility of holding office has been termed »an event of
near-revolutionary dimensions«, transforming the whole Roman empire, including ruralltaly142.

The fact, that in Achaia, elites, for various reasons, did not follow the same trend as their
counterparts in other provinces, has even been invoked to explain why, to some extent, imperial
Greece missed the boatl43.Elsewhere, as was already the case in 1si century BC Italy, once
municipal aristocrats had become 'Romanized', the changing idea of how the elite viewed urban
life, which included the notion of voluntary 'euergetism', transformed the physical form of the
cities completely144. In the end, all over the empire, local aristocrats integrated themselves
politically, socially and also ideologically into the overall framework of the Roman empire,
becoming 'Romans' themselves. This elite involvement in urban munificence may also have been
encouraged by the fact that the city was important for its members. Even if income derived from
rural rents was the bedrock of the nobility's social status, investment in and income from urban
property supplied its immediate cash needs and prevented outgoings such as inheritances and
dowries from dividing or depleting their land holdingsl45.

During the early Principate, which thanks to Augustus's reforms initiated a period of stable
and more favourable economic conditions, urban munificence required rich people with the will
and the means to spend money on public philanthropy, as well as relevant architectural awareness
and technological skills146.Both were amply present in Augustan Sagalassos.As we have said
above, at the time of Amyntas' death, Sagalassos had already become a fully fledged city of the
Greek type, provided with the corresponding public architecture. However, a rich class had
emerged that apparently almost immediately embraced the Roman cause. The study of the
epigraphic evidence has shown its rapid upward mobility. Thus far it remains uncertain whether
or not Sagalassians had already obtained Roman citizenship during the early years of the
Principate. In Hadrianic times, the inscriptions from the Neon Library mention a M. Julius
Sanctus Maximinus and his son M. Julius Maximianus, probably descendants of newly enfran-
chised citizens. However, it cannot be established whether they were natives of Sagalassos or
immigrants from Pamphylia147.A still more recent inscription148honours a C. Julius, but since he
was a citizen of both Sagalassos and Perge the same problem arises. The first 'certain' Sagalassian
to have become civis Romanus thus far is Tib. Claudius Neon, son of Eilagoas, one of the local
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noblemen, who, according to Devijver, was granted this honour under Tiberius. However, a still
unpublished dedication to Nero and the 'divus' Claudius, by Neon's brother and nephews,
suggests rather that this happened under Claudius or even Nero. Another member of the same
family, Tib. Claudius Piso, most probably a grand nephew of Neon, became the first Roman
knight of the city in the Flavian periodI49.Both belonged to a family that left a lasting imprint on
Julio-Claudian Sagalassos. Rapidly, the transition from democratic to oligarchic systems would
make physical attributes and amenities instead of the citizen body the symbol and definition of a
'city'150.During this process, the ruling classes turned public munificence into a vehicle for self-
promotion and self-definition.

Starting with Augustus, Sagalassos underwent a complete metamorphosis, as did many cities
of ltaly151.First, it expanded considerably in size (Abb. 2). During the late Hellenistic period, the
city still seems to have been confined within its walls and the south necropolis, located in the
valley between the! city and the conical hill to the south of it ('Alexander's Hill'), and on the
latter's northern slopes, was apparently the settlement's only necropolis, occupied by rectangular
cremation urns (ostothecae)152.An ongoing programme of 'intensive surveying' and test excava-
tions initiated in 1998 has documented considerable changes in early Imperial times. Firstly, the
2000 survey carried out by Martens showed concentrations of predominantly AD 0-50 surface
material on the slopes between the city walls and the road following the valley bottom of the
South Necropolis. They indicate an expansion of occupation beyond the former fortifications in
a southward direction. The main approach to the city from the south, the later colonnaded street,
was considerably expanded during the 1st century AD in the same direction beyond the late
Hellenistic city gate and a new, purely representative, monumental gate (the 'South Gate')
henceforth -indicated the entrance to the city. In 2000, Martens' test excavations on the slopes
between the late 1st century BC Doric fountain house and the late 2ndcentury AD theatre revealed
that this area, located to the east of the late Hellenistic city walls, was also only occupied from the

early Imperial period onward. The construction of the late 1st century BC fountain house may
thus be connected with this eastward expansion of the city. Depending on the construction date
of the fountain, before or after 25 BC, this means either that this expansion was already planned
at the time of Amyntas, or that the fountain house and the eastern domestic quarters both
resulted from an early Imperial programme of urban expansion. A similar development took
place at Aphrodisias, where a radical expansion of the city, following a regular grid system,
possibly planned since the late 2nd/early 1stcentury BC, was only elaborated in proto-Augustan
timesl53.This means that, from the reign of Augustus, Sagalassos doubled in size. Such expansions
and reorganisations of the urban area seem to have been more widespread in the east than
previously assumed. In Galatia, new cities not only arose at Ancyra and at Pessinusl54, but
Phrygian Aizanoi also underwent a complete urban change155.At Ilion, drastic transformations of
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1. Theatre
2. Doric Fountain

3. Neon Library
4. Upper Agara
5. Lower Agora
6. Doric Temple
7. Antonine Nymphaeum on the Upper Agora
8. Northwest Heroon

9. Gate on the Lower Agora
10. Bouleuterion

11. Early Byzantine Basilica
12. Roman Baths
13. Odeion
14. Macellum
15. Domestic Area 1

16. Temple of Apollo Klarios
17. Colonnaded Street

18. Temple of Antoninus Pius
19. Basilica El within the former Stadion

City map of Sagalassos, with the expansion of the occupied areas in early Imperial times to the east (zone 1) and to the southwest (zone 2) of the (on
this map late Roman) city walls. After F. Martens
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the urban zone have also been documented during this periodl56.So it seems that the peace and
stability initiated by Augustus' rule had almost immediate effects on a large number of urban
communities.

The street plan in the new eastern sector of Sagalassos was regular, but not completely
following a grid system, since apparently the natural contours were taken into account to some

extent. On the other hand, a regular grid system seems to have been applied in the southern part
of the city, where the slopes were less steep. A similar loose grid arrangement seems to have been
applied in the possibly contemporary urban layout of the Roman colony at Kremna, one of
Sagalassos' southern neighbours157.However, a regular grid system, characteristic of Roman
colonies under Augustus, may have been applied at Pisidian Antiochl58. Contemporary expan-
sions occurred also at Ephesos, Miletus and at Sardisl59,but in most urban programmes the
'ordering' of the ur~an layout was tempered by improvisation and regulated by historic and
topographical considerations 16°.

Not only were squares and streets expanded and paved but, as elsewhere in the empire, the
early Imperial period also saw the improvement of the water supply and the drainsl61.Augustus
himself set the example with the construction of the aqueduct built by C. Sextilius Pollio, his
commissioner, at Ephesus. Monumental long-distance aqueducts became a characteristic feature
of many towns in Asia Minor during the early Imperial periodl62.In Pisidia, a good example is the
aqueduct of Antioch163. The six aqueducts of Sagalassosare difficult to date, but there is a fair
chance that one of the rock-cut conduits goes back to the early Imperial period. Some of the
drainage systems must also have been established during thos~eyearsl64.

Test excavations revealed that, during the same period, the streets of Sagalassos received a
substratum of cobblestones covered with pavement slabs that in various locations were removed
in late antiquity. Meanwhile, the excavations of the Upper Agora' of the city and test soundings
below its pavement have made it clear that this old square had been considerably enlarged,
reoriented and paved in Augustan timesl65.Such interventions, rearranging or organizing the
central squares of the cities, were characteristic of the early Imperial period. Even in Pompeii, the
forum received a new pavement in travertine, which surpassed by far the appearance of the
former pavement in tufa blocksl66.At Sagalassos, the already existing buildings and streets made
it necessary to maintain an irregular, trapezoidal shape for the agora, a shape which, however, was
popular in Pisidia (Selge, Termessos) and possibly reflected the influence of Pergamenian city
design. Elsewhere in Anatolia, cities like Ephesos and Aphrodisias received new orthogonal
agoras under Augustus. At Ephesos, both public squares originating in the Hellenistic (Lysi-
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machian) city plan were completely rebuilt. The reconstruction of the Upper Agora, the original
civic centre, dates largely to the Augustan period. At Aphrodisias, the (northern) agora was built
as a uniform peristyle court, following a fundamentally Hellenistic conception and possibly even
an older plan, but it also introduced a modern concept - the separation of the square from the rest
of the city by enclosing porticoes167.Eventually, the second (so-called commercial) agora of
Ephesus, as well as the agoras of Miletus, would follow the same principle. This transformation of
the old, easily accessible agoras of the Hellenistic period into closed courtyards, usually of the
peristyle type, would become a characteristic feature of many Roman cities in the east. It reflected
similar changes in elite ideology in Italy, where during the early Principate the old fora were
transformed into spaces designed to exclude rather than include. Henceforth, they were dominat-
ed by buildings geared to elite ideology168.

The same phenomenon occurred in Sagalassos.The shape of the early Imperial Lower Agora is
still unknown, but, thus far, its oldest structure is an early Augustan (or even slightly older)
honorific monument, which originally carried a statue. Its shape continued a Hellenistic type of
honorific pillar169.On the Upper Agora, four large honorific columns carrying statues, probably
developed from the Attalid pillar monuments, were placed in the four corners of the square. They
were previously dated to the late Augustan period, but since one of the closer parallels for their
decoration, the Imperial temple at Pisidian Antioch, now seems to be middle Augustan in date, a
mid-Augustan date may be more likely, as it is for the other ornamental parallels of the columns.
Only two of the columns still contain the inscription identifying the owner of the statues:
Krateros and Eilagoas, sons of Kallikles, belonging to one of the leading families of Sagalassos. It
is probable that both brothers were honoured here because they played a role in the paving and
the enlargement of the agora170.Eilagoas' son, Neon, may have become the first Roman citizen of
Sagalassos. At Aphrodisias, the beginning of the Augustan arrangement of the agora, was the
work of an imperial freedman, C. Julius Zoilos171,while at Ephesos two imperial freedman,
Mazaios and Mithridates, built the South Entrance to the 'commercial agora'. But, the construc-
tion of the enormous 'basilica/basilike stoa' on the north side of the city's 'political' agora was the
work of a commissioner sent by Augustus himself, C. Sextilius Pollio. However, the latter's

edifice surpassed all Hellenistic stoas in length, and thus, like the oriental building lords of that
time, he used the building for his own self-presentation172.All this reflects a trend, in both east
and west, in which the old squares were gradually closed off from the streets and became
showcases for the power of the state and its new officials, and places where the elite could display
its rank and status through statuary and honorific monuments173.Studies of public statuary in
western provinces have shown that the placement of statues in the forum and elsewhere was
regulated according to status and that the pattern of display was similar in all the cities. More than
half of the portraits were of emperors, who found in these public squares a cultu~al stage for the
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exhibition of imperial orderl74. At Pompeii also, a clear hierarchy existed in the location, the
shape and the size of imperial and municipal honorific monumentsl75. The Upper Agora of
Sagalassos also contained statue bases for various middle to late Imperial emperors. One of the
most striking of the Augustan honorific monuments, a canopy roof monument located on the
south side of the square 176, most probably once housed a statue ofAugustus himself.After
Actium, many eastern cities who had sided with the wrong party created an explosion of imperial
representations all over the east, many of them henceforth displaying a striking uniformity, so
that the new master could directly be recognized177.The canopy roof monument continues a
tradition of Hellenistic 'baldachin' monuments, which placed the statues below them in a very
central positionl78.

But, the emperor certainly had not yet become the most visible personality in the city. Late
republican cities in Italy were marked by a concentration of rich funerary monuments on trunk
roads and in the vicinity of the citiesl79.In Rome and elsewhere in Italy, this funerary display of
the elite came to an end during Augustus' lifetimel8O.But, similar representative monuments in
the east, which are sometimes very difficult to define as tombs or 'Memorialbauten', characteris-
tic of the self-display of the urban elites in late Hellenistic times, continued throughout the early
Imperial period 181.The monument for C. Julius Zoilos at Aphrodisias or the tomb of Aulus
Aemilius Zosimos at Priene are typical examples. At Sagalassos, the NE and the NW Heroon,
both built during the reign of Augustus, speak the same language. The shape of these monuments
still continues Hellenistic prototypes and traditions182.However, in the decoration of the NW
Heroon at Sagalassos, the rich tendril frieze of the cella walls may also reveal the influence of
Augustan propaganda and be a symbolic expression of the 'golden age' that Augustus' reign had
initiatedl83.Some other decorative elements of both heroa show western influences as well.

One thus can conclude that in Augustan Sagalassos the urban elite must have become
extremely visible through their honorific monuments. Although some western influences are
noticeable, these monuments basically continued Hellenistic traditions. Yet, the changed eco-
nomic conditions, combined with the confirmation of their status by the Roman authorities,
offered them unexpected possibilities for public self-display. Even members of the lower strata of
society may have profited from the new situation and expressed their confidence in the 'golden
age' by the adoption, from Augustus onwards, of vase-shaped urns decorated with masks and
rich garlands, which display strong Roman influences. Their mere size and decoration must have
made them much more expensive than the Hellenistic orthogonal urns, which may have contin-
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ued in use for a whilel84.

The reign of Augustus not only saw an expansion and reorganisation of the urban armoury, an
'explosion' of honorific monuments by which the elite expressed its superiority, guaranteed by
the new masters, but also a complete change of style. Instead of the very functional and plain
Doric order that had characterized the city's public architecture for centuries, the local 'Bauhiitte'
now embraced the exuberant Corinthian order as a clear expression of confidence in the econom-
ic realities established by the pax romana. In fact, all the honorific monuments mentioned above
used this order. In the Doric sanctuary of Zeus, the original plans for a propylon were apparently
changed during the reign of Augustus in order to accommodate an entrance in the Corinthian
order, which would look better facing the Corinthian NW Heroon across the streetl85.The shape
of the propyl on again continued Hellenistic prototypesl86.

Even if, beside creating a more monumental urban mise en scene, most of the initiatives of the
Sagalassian authorities during the reign of Augustus went into the construction of monuments
for private self-display, the emperor was not forgotten. The canopy roof monument on the
Upper Agora may have housed a statue of Augustus. The emperor may also have been indirectly
worshipped through his patron deity, Apollo. As we said above, the cult of this god, for which
there was no real Luwian-Pisidian counterpart, was possibly introduced in the city under the
Seleucids. The temple of Apollo Klarios, built on a terrace to the west of the Lower Agora, was
given a thorough repair at the time of Trajan and was converted into a church in late antiquity, so
its history cannot be further established without excavations. Yet, the ashlar blocks of the cella do
not exclude a pre-Augustan date. Under Augustus, however, a nice temenos was built around the
sanctuary. The first (?) Ionic peristasis of the temple itself could also date back to that periodl87.
So, if not built ab ovo, the sanctuary must certainly have been enlarged considerably under
Augustus. This initiative may have been a local response to Augustus' belief that Apollo had been
his divine protector at Philippi (42 BC), Naulochos (36 BC) and Actium (31 BC). Apollo there-
fore played an important role in Augustus's propaganda and he dedicated a splendid temple to
the god next to his own house on the Palatine. In the earlier years the god symbolized morality
and discipline, but, after Actium, he became a god of peace and reconciliation and was represent-
ed in the sanctuary on the Palatine as Apollo kitharedosl88.The Apollo Klarios on the city coins
of Sagalassos is represented with the same iconography189.Thus, the whole renovation of the
sanctuary under Augustus could have been a way to endorse the emperor's religious policy,
without introducing the imperial cult itself. In fact, since the first archiereus of Sagalassos took
office in Flavian times (see below), it is unlikely that the emperor would have been already a
paredros of Apollo during the early Imperial period, as was the case later. A real, 'regional',
Sebasteion was dedicated in 5-4 BC by the Milyadeis, the Thracian and iRoman settlers near
Kormasa, immediately to the south of the territory of Sagalassosl90. '

The position of the Apollo temple at Sagalassos was not accidental: whoever entered the city
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from the south, would notice at once the sanctuary that dominated both the main north-south
street of the city and the Lower Agora. The latter was so to speak subordinated to the sanctuary,
a common feature of early Imperial urban planning with its emphasis on the importance of
'pietas' in the Roman value system. As stressed by Zanker, this intertwining of sacred and
political space, whereby the agora became a kind of forecourt of the sanctuary, was a specifically
Roman conceptI91.Domitian would apply it on a monumental scale at Ephesus with the con-
struction of his temple in the axis and above the Upper Agora of that city.

As far as the Augustan period is concerned, one can thus conclude that in only one generation
Sagalassos had become a completely new city, both in size and in appearance. As far as can be
determined, the initiative clearly came from a wealthy local elite, which realized that embracing
the Roman cause meant economic and later also social advancement for itself. Its members found

plenty of opportunities for self-display and for demonstrating their loyalty to the emperor. Even
if, despite some obvious Roman influences, either in planning or in decorative patterns, most
monuments continued the Hellenistic tradition, the rich Corinthian order that was now pre-
ferred was a clear break with the past and a prelude of things to come. Similar transformations
took place in several other cities of Anatolia, often continuing Hellenistic traditions and building
practice.

Yet, this should not be taken to mean that the contemporary provincial population hardly
realized that a new era had startedI92.The changes were too obvious, at least in the cities that
underwent a transformation, and in many places they resulted in the introduction of the cult of
Augustus or his family. At Termessos, Augustus was rightly honoured by the 'demos' as
'euergetes' and 'soter' with an inscription in the theatreI93.However, not every city followed at
the same pace. Augustus' interventions may have favoured some cities more than others and this
was certainly the case with Sagalassos, which profited from an extension of its territory and from
the establishment of good road connections. With the exception of Pisidian AntiochI94, the
greatest Roman colony in the east, founded as a new Rome, building activities in the other
Pisidian cities did not match those at Sagalassos. Termessos may have seen some Ionic and
Corinthian buildings rising up in early Imperial timesl95.But at Selge, the former principal city of
Pisidia, except for the Tychaion, the date of which is still under discussionl96,there was nothing
comparable and the city rapidly dwindled into oblivion since it was located too far away from
major road connections 197.Even in Kremna, the other major Roman colony in Pisidia and a
neighbour of Sagalassos, no building can be dated to the early Principatel98. In most Pisidian
cities, the architecture remained completely rooted in its Hellenistic past with plain Doric
structures, so that Sagalassos must already have become under Augustus the most elaborate and
richest settlement of the native Pisidians. The persistence of this cultural diversity in the course of
the Imperial period was nothing exceptional, since it also occurred for example in Gau!. The new
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Roman power through its interventions (creation of a specific road system, selection of assize
centres, granting of 'neocorates', asylum rights, tax immunities etcetera) favoured certain
settlements over others and thus created new urban hierarchies and also differences between

regionsl99.

The basis of this wealth was apparently twofold. Firstly, the Augustan period initiated a very

flourishing agriculture. The surveys showed, in sharp contrast to contemporary Greece2oo, a real

explosion of farming sites, both villages and farms, with permanent remains all over the city's
territory (Abb. 3). Most of them are now established in or near the valley bottoms, since safety no

longer dicatates their location at higher altitudes. It is also striking that, right from the early
Imperial period, large mausolea of a land-holding elite appear in several of these rural settlements,

indicating that the nobility also went to live near their estates2OI. One of the most important

developments of the Imperial period in Anatolia was the enlarged scale of cereal agriculture2o2.
Yet palynological evidence from the Sagalassos area has also shown a real boom in olive culture

during Imperial times2o3. Both features clearly correspond with the contemporary expansion in

rural settlement and the economic change in favour of production oriented towards cash crops
that is seen in North Africa2o4.As in Africa, capital investment in agricultural expansion may have

followed the creation of the annona system2O5.According to the edict of governor Sex. Sotidius
Strabo Libuscidianus, the region of Sagalassos already produced grain early in the reign of

Tiberius2o6. It is striking that the steady increase of cattle bones among the faunal remains of the

city also document a thriving economy, since these animals were mainly kept as tract and
draught-animals, which is confirmed by the deformations of the bones2o7.

The evidence from the territory of Sagalassos thus confirms that the success of a town

depended upon the successful eXploitation of its surrounding countryside2o8.1t also shows that, in

Imperial Anatolia, as in Syria and Egypt, but in sharp contrast with developments in Greece, the
continuity of the 'polis' ideology did not erode village life, but, on the reverse, encouraged it2o9.

A second pillar of the Sagalassos economy from the reign of Augustus onwards was the

transformation of the local potters' craft, thus far only of regional importance, into a real
manufactory of fine table wares that were largely exported over the eastern Mediterranean.

It is known that in several cities of the Greek east, the first Italian traders had already imported
Italian ceramics or imitated them locally21°. Thus far it is not known to what extent the first

Augustan colonists in the Pisidia also relied on such imported goods. In the western provinces, it
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was the army that introduced through its own kilns the Roman sigillatas and thus satisfied the
first demand by the natives, until civilians took the initiative. Together with the new vessels, new
items may also have entered the native diet211.Once introduced, the spread of Roman style
ceramics in Gaul was rapid. In areas with few imports, where at first there was no capacity to
satisfy the demand, local potters even imitated classical shapes and styles212.In the eastern
Mediterranean, from the early days of Augustus' reign, but especially from the mid-Augustan
period into the reign of Tiberius, there was a substantial import of Italian sigillata, which
influenced the concept of tablewares 10cally213.So theoretically, it would be possible that the
potters of Sagalassos got some inspiration from Roman vessels used by the colonists in their
region, or through Italian imports. It would be too simplistic to interpret the adoption of Roman-
style pottery by the native population as an expression of a wish to create a Roman identity214.It
may rather reflect economic realities. The establishment of thousands of potential customers in
the Augustan colonies of Pisidia may have made a change in technology, morphology and scope
an unexpected opportunity. But, this broadening of the economic horizon was not restricted to
Pisidia alone. All over the empire, ceramic production experienced what has been labelled the
'tableware boom'. The production centres of eastern sigillata A and C now also began to export
on a massive scale, while new mass-production centres were introduced in North Africa, the
Maeander valley (ESB), in the Pontic area and at Sagalassos215.In the case of Sagalassos, still other
elements may have been involved. The extension of the city must have attracted additional
settlers. Under such circumstances, the creation of a manufactory may also have been a way to
earn additional revenue for members of the local elite, in case their income from land proved
inadequate216.Since they controlled the clay beds and the means of production, it is likely that the
landowning elites took the initiative to develop manufactories of eastern sigillata217.In any case,
as geochemical analysis and excavations in the potters' quarter of Sagalassos by Poblome have
revealed, local potters started to produce a new type of fine Roman style tablewares during the
reign of Augustus, the so-called Sagalassosred slip ware, the production of which continued until
the 6thcentury AD. For this pottery, which according to Poblome se~ms to have been very much
influenced by contemporary glass vessels from the east, a higher quality of clay was imported
from a valley some 8 km to the south of the city218.The enormous quantities of this ready-to-use
raw material that were required for the new production made transport over 8 km better
economic sense than removing the coarse non-clay materials from the clay beds present in the
potters' quarter. The latter, however, continued to be eXploited even into the early 7thcentury
AD, for the production of coarse and common wares. Here, the morphological picture is one of
continuity rather than of discontinuity, since most vessel types saw a gradual development of

211) R. MacMullen, BAmSocP 31,1984,164-165.

212) G. Woolf, WorldA 28,1997,345-346.

213) Poblome - Zelle (in press).

214) Compare Hingley (1997) 86.

215) Poblome - Zelle (in press).

216) Woolf (1997) 9.

217) Poblome - Zelle (in press).

218) Poblome (1999).

219) Degeest (2000); Degeest (in press).
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local shapes throughout the Imperial period219. .
Pottery is an excellent index for establishing the pattern of international trade, since it tended

to be traded alongside other more important goods220.In the case of Sagalassos, the export of the
locally produced tablewares to Egypt, for example, seems to have been part of a larger network of
exchange, involving also for nearly six centuries the import of Nilotic fish to Sagalassos221.This
exchange pattern was certainly endorsed by the local elite, which during the next generations
would occupy several military and administrative posts in Alexandria and the Near East222.

When Augustus died after nearly forty years of rule over Pisidia, Sagalassos had become a
different city. Not only had it nearly doubled in size beyond its Hellenistic walls, it had also
adopted a new look, with monuments built in the Corinthian order, a clear expression of Roman
exuberance. The local elite had been confirmed in its position and for the first time become visible
through its honorific monuments. Augustus also left a thriving economy behind, based on the
cultivation of cash crops and on a ceramic industry that would grow for centuries to come. No
other ruler would ever leave such an impact on the city.

THE JULIO-CLAUDIAN PERIOD (AD 14-68)

At Sagalassos, the prosperity and building boom initiated by the reign of Augustus would
continue throughout the Julio-Claudian period. This is in striking contrast with the rest of
Pisidia. At Pisidian Antioch, a number of buildings are dated to the (first half of the) 1" century
AD, but the chronological evidence for this is very insecure223.At Kremna, there is possibly a
dedication on a building to Claudius, but the nature of this structure is unknown224.Elsewhere,
no major construction is documented for this period.

In this respect, events at Sagalassos are better compared with those at Aphrodisias. Here,
under Augustus, the freedman C. Julius Zoilos, on his return from Rome, had initiated a major
building programme with the construction of the peristasis around the Temple of Athena and
that of a stage fas:adein the local theatre and, finally, with financing a portico along the agora.
Between Tiberius and Nero, these projects were completed, but a number of prosperous local
families also started to sponsor new projects, and this continued for generations to come. They
were possibly members of old land-owning families who after Zoilos' death reasserted their civic
primacy and initiated more than a century of competitive public philanthropy. They started the
construction of a second public squa;e, sometimes identified as a gymnasium, the north portico
of which was dedicated to Tiberius. While continuing Hellenistic prototypes, the garland frieze
of this monument, carried by theatre masks and heads of historical figures, also referred to the
new concordia of the Roman empire through its combination of various fruits, symbols of
different gods. Other privately sponsored structures of Julio-Claudian date were the Sebasteion,

220) Peacock (1982) 154; Laurence (1994) 52.

221) Poblome (1996b) 75-103; Van Neer - De Cupere - Waelkens (1997) 571-586,

222) H. Devijver, AncSoc 27, 1996, 105-162; P. Talloen, AncSoc (in press).

223) Mitchell- Waelkens (1998) 195-198 (nymphaeum); 196 (Roman baths).

224) Mitchell (1995) 53; Horsley - Mitchell (2000) 11 Nr. 1.
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a combination of Hellenistic and Roman elements (especially influenced by the imperial fora at
Rome) and the theatre's auditorium. Finally, during this period, the city also received 'a huge
stadium inspired by Roman amphitheatres225.Pamphylian Perge offers another good parallel for
a thriving building activity extending from Tiberius to Nero, with the dedication of statues,
porticoes, a gateway, a colonnaded street, a gymnasium to some of the emperors and a consider-
able extension of the inhabited space226.

The situation at Sagalassos is very similar. During the reign of Tiberius, a very elegant
Corinthian gateway was constructed at or near the southwest entrance to the Lower Agora.
Originally, its projecting side wings were longer, but they were shortened when, possibly
towards the end of the 1st century AD, the structurewasplacedin its actuallocationon two new
side podia. It may originally have occupied more or less the same location. The monument
possesses the most refined architectural decoration of all Sagalassian buildings227.Its garland and
theatre-mask frieze is most similar to the Portico of Tiberius at Aphrodisias and may have
conveyed the same symbolic message. With its risalithic side wings, however, the gateway
strongly resembles some of the buildings of the Second Pompeian Style228,which during this
period also influenced the oldest 'tabernacle fa~ades' of Anatolia. In its free-standing position,
independent of the surrounding structures, it can also be compared with the almost contempo-
rary Propylon of the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias229.Since the gateway was destroyed by an
earthquake in AD 518, after which only one of the side wings was rebuilt, it is not known who
instigated the monument or to whom it may have been dedicated. It could have been dedicated to
Tiberius, since the city must have been grateful to him for his governor's intervention on their
behalf in the matter of regulating requisitioned transport, which previously had been abused by
Roman officials23°.

Both successors of Tiberius, Caligula and Claudius, also received a honorific arch at either
corner of the south side of the Upper Agora at Sagalassos. However, in AD 42-43, after his
damnatio memoriae, Caligula's inscription was replaced by a dedication to Claudius, while the
only partially preserved building inscription of the second arch almost certainly honoured
Claudius from the beginning (i. e. in AD 43-44). As we have said above, the occasion was
possibly the creation by Claudius of the new province of Lycia-Pamphylia in AD 43, in which
Sagalassos may have been merged. Claudius was most probably also honoured with an arch in
Perge, but its date is less precise231.None of these inscriptions mentions a building authority232.
The type of the arches, which have almost no parallels in Anatolia except for the Flavian city gates
at Nicaea233,is a combination of Greek arches and of Roman triumphal gateways.

Claudius' successor, Nero, was honoured as the 'new Helios' in a dedication by Ti. Claudius
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Dareius and his sons234.Recently, Devijver suggested that Dareius could have been a grandson of
Krateros, one of the two local aristocrats honoured with a column and a statue on the Upper
Agora and that he probably received his Roman citizenship from Nero. One of his sons also
dedicated another structure to the 'divi Augusti'235.In 2000, the dedication to Nero was found
again among the ruins of 'Basilica El', a Christian church immediately west of Sagalassos.
During the same campaign, it also became clear that this church was built inside the arena of a
rather well-preserved stadium, largely hidden below the old caravan road to Isparta. Therefore,
there is a strong possibility that this stadium had been built under Nero, possibly even promul-
gated by Dareius and his sons. The visible remains indicate that the seats were on a rather high
podium, so that the arena could also be used for gladiatorial games and 'venationes'. A sepulchral
epigram from the city mentions exactly those activities '£v 01:ao(oLi;'236.
, Two adjoining ftrchitraves, found in 1995and 1997,re-used among the ruins of the late Roman

northwestern city gate, carry an inscription that has not yet been published. Recently, I was able
to complete the text, which can be identified as the dedication of a large limestone structure,
possibly a gateway, by [Ti. Claudi]us Dareius, son of Ilagoas, and his sons, [first name lost and
Kallik]les, to [N ero Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Ge]rmanicus and to the divus Augustus
Tiberius Claudius [Germanicus]. The recognition of the family for their promotion to Roman
citizenship by Nero thus resulted in the dedication of one, or possibly even two, structures to the
emperor (and in one case to his deceased father). Moreover, the inscription shows that Dareius
was not a grandson of Krateros, as suggested by Devijver, but a son of his (younger?) brother
Eilagoas (Abb. 4). This makes him also a brother of Tib. Claudius Neon, considered by Devijver
to be the first certain civis Romanus of Sagalassos. In that case, Neon may not have received his
citizenship under Tiberius, but, possibly together with his brother Dareius, under Claudius or
more probably even under Nero. Tib. Claudius Ilagoas, father of Piso and Varus, who set up a
dedication to Vespasian (see below), was most probably Dareius' oldest son, who received the
name of his grandfather and whose name is missing in both the new dedication and the one
previously published237.

The monuments that were erected during the Julio-Claudian period were either honorific
monuments (gateways), in most if not all cases dedicated to the imperial family, or monuments
for public use (stadia). At least some of them were financed by members of the elite who had risen
to prominence in Augustan times. Yet, their mentality had clearly changed. Instead of erecting
honorific monuments exclusively for self~display, they now sponsored monuments dedicated to
the imperial house. They thus associated themselves with the emperors, to whom they expressed
their loyalty and gratitude for the confirmation of their superior status at home and for receiving
Roman citizenship, either under Claudius or under Nero. Instead of putting themselves up for
display, towards the end of the Julio-Claudian period, members of the local elite rather displayed
their ties with the imperial family. The local family of the Tiberii Claudii played a major role in
this and would continue its' euergetism' under the Flavians. In this respect, its contribution to the
transformation of the city and to the expression of loyalty towards the imperial household can be

235) IGR Ill, 343; H. Devijver, AncSoc 27,1996,109.
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compared with that of the C. Julii Cornuti at Perge238.
Except for the above-mentioned inscription calling Nero a 'new Helios', there are thus far no

signs of an official cult of a ruling or a deceased emperor at Sagalassos. At Termessos, a cult of
Augustus may already have started shortly after his death239.At Bubon, in the Lycian-Pisidian
borderland, a.Sebasteion was dedicated to Nero and Poppaea Sabina in AD 62-6324°.

Meanwhile, martial competition among the cities of Pisidia had also been replaced by another
type of competition, in which 'XOG!'uoi:yL~yJtOAlY'was elevated to a new political ideaF41.It also
elevated Sagalassos above most contemporary cities of Pisidia, where life continued without
similar large building projects. When Nero died, Sagalassos had effectively become the »first city
of Pisidia«, as it rapidly would claim in its inscriptions.

FROM VESP ASIAN TO TRA]AN (AD 69-117)

After a period of great urban expansion and buildin:g activity from Augustus to Nero, there
followed, from Vespasian to Trajan, a period of stagnation and consolidation, which was in sharp
contrast with the century thatfollowed. Thus far, no buildings can be dated with certainty to the
reign of the Fla~ians, although the Odeion and the western portico along the Lower Agora may
date back to those years. What is striking, however, is that whatever building was done between
the deaths of Nero and Hadrian, was very different from that of both the Julio-Claudian and the
Antonine periods. Instead of buildings erected in an exuberant, richly decorated style and in the
Corinthian order, the Sagalassian architects now introduced an architecture that again made use
of the Ionic (and/or Doric) order, with entablatures that remaint;d almost completely smooth and
undecorated, except for lion head spouts (reconstruction of Apollo Klarios) or 'Pfeiffenfriese'
(Odeion). The city thus embraced the kind of traditional architecture that was still characteristic

for most Pisidian cities until the end of the next century. It is striking that in the city's
necropoleis, which surrounded it on all sides from the 2ndcentury AD onward, there is hardly
any evidence of tombs that can be attributed to this period242.

There may have been a natural cause for this architectural 'setback', at least in the earlier
Flavian period. Building repairs of the early 2ndcentury AD (late Hellenistic fountain house;
Temple of Apollo Klarios) suggest earthquake damage caused by a seismic catastrophe during the
secondhalfof the 1St century AD. A possiblecandidateis the earthquakethat destroyedApamea
(Dinar) in AD 53243,but in view of the building activities recently documented for the reign of
Nero, a different seismic event now seems more likely. The city may have been damaged by the
earthquake that, in AD 63, towards the end of Nero's reign, destroyed Phrygian Hierapolis244.
The dedication to Sex. Julius Frontinus, governor of Asia, as 'governor' and 'euergetes' may
reflect Sagalassos' gratitude for the governor's help, as was also the case at Hierapolis, where he
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was involved in the city's expansion and the construction of a new city gate. Earthquake damage
could have caused repairs to the domestic quarters of the city to become a priority rather than
repairing public structures.

This situation also contrasts sharply with events in nearby Pamphylia. The interest that the
Flavian dynasty showed in southern Asia Minor, among other things through a political and
religious reorganisation of the province and by granting 'neocorates', 'asylum' rights and other
privileges, apparently made it very popular in the Pamphylian cities: at both Perge and at Side
great building projects were initiated under Vespasian245.The fact that Sagalassos was no longer
part of the same province as Pamphylia then could also help to explain to some extent why the
city did not profit from this trend. Elsewhere in Pisidia, building activity was also very rare. At
Kremna no certain building activity can be documented for this period. Recently, Mitchell
suggested that a section of the baths could date back to the Flavian period, because of similarities
to the ashlar technique of the Vespasianic baths at Perge, but this goes too much beyond the
evidence246.An inscription in the city mentions the construction of a portico, but the preserved
names in the dedication provide a building date only from the Flavians onward247.Only at
Balboura, in the borderland with Lycia, is there evidence for building activity during this period:
an inscription mentions the dedication of a hydrogeion to Vespasian, Titu,s and Domitian248.At
Side, a monument was dedicated to possibly the same three Flavians and was also transformed
into a fountain in late antiquity249.

This lack of building activity in early Flavian times at Sagalassos, does not mean, however, that
its elite was no longer involved in 'euergetism'. Their upward social mobility clearly continued
under the Flavians. But, instead of sponsoring public buildings, members of the elite now became
benefactors as agonothetai of games. Tib. Claudius Piso, most probably a grandson of Tib.
Claudius Dareius, the Sagalassian promoted to Roman citizenship under Nero, became the first
Roman knight of Sagalassos under Vespasian. Together with his brother, Tib. Claudius Varus, he
set up a dedication to Vespasian on the Upper Agora, following the stipulations of his father's
(Tib. Claudius Ilagoas') wilF5O.Thus far, he is the oldest known agonothetes of the 'Klareia',
games for Apollo Klarios, and was the first to occupy this post for life. These and other games
must have been organized in the (Neronian?)stadium, so that they may already go back to Julio-
Claudian times. Devijver assumed that the organization of the Klareia by Piso was linked to the
consecration of the restored temple of Apollo Klarios in AD 103/104251.But, that event must
have occurred earlier, since one of the victors of the wrestling competition during his presidency
was Attalos, son of Neon, grandson of Demetrios. His son, Neon, became a Roman citizen under
Vespasian as T. Flavius Neon252.

According to the surviving traces on the stone, the honorific inscription for Attalos, though
now incomplete at the end, was not originally much longer. It did not mention the career of Piso;
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although two other agonistic inscriptions did, both in honour of Arnestes, son of Admon, the
victor in the wrestling games during the Klareia presided over by Piso, together with an honorific
inscription set up by the 'boule' and the 'demos' for Piso himse1f253.The Attalos inscription
therefore probably belongs to the earlier years of Piso's activities as 'agonothetes', before he
became an equestrian officer and held the 'tres militiae' inJudaea and Syria. Since they give details
of his career, the three other inscriptions were set up after this, at a moment when Piso had
already become 'archiereus' or high priest of the imperial cult. The fact that he apparently paid for
the statues of all the victors in the wrestling games and continued to do so for the rest of his life
illustrates the enormous wealth that he had accumulated.

Meanwhile, the cult of the emperor had been introduced at Sagalassos by Attalos' son,
T. Flavius Neon, who is identified as the 'first archiereus' of the city and 'agonothetes' for life. He
was apparently imade a Roman citizen by Vespasian and married Claudia Severa, probably a
cousin of Piso's grandfather254.His son, T. Flavius Attalianus Quadratus, became the first 'eques
romanus' of the family255.

The introduction of the imperial cult at Sagalassos by one of the leading families most
probably occurred therefore under Vespasian. As in the west, the promotion of the imperial cult
clearly provided a focus for loyalty among the local elite, who served as its priests256.Since the city
is called dis neokoros in a late Roman inscription257,while the second temple for the imperial cult
was built from the reign of Hadrian onward, it must have received its first 'neocorate' from the
Flavians. The title of neokoros or 'temple warden' was one of the most sought-after by the cities
of the east, since it indicated that the city housed a temple of the imperial cult, recognized by the
other members of the provincial assembly and usually also by the Roman authorities, where
provincial festivals of the cult were celebrated258.The situation at Sagalassos can best be compared
with that at Perge, where one of the leading families of the city, also obtained the 'neocorate' from
Vespasian, at a time when Pamphylia was still united with Galatia259.Possibly, nearby Side was
given its first 'neocorate' in Flavian times as we1l26°.At Termessos, there is epigraphic evidence for
a cult of Domitian and his wife261.

At Sagalassos, the cult of the emperor was most probably centred from the start in the
sanctuary of Apollo Klarios. The temple was partially rebuilt (marble veneer and a peristasis) by
another local family to whom Vespasian had granted Roman citizenship, most probably in
AD 75-78, T. Flavius Collega and his wife Flavia Longilla262.This couple, together with a
brother, T. Flavius Varus Dareius, and perhaps other members of the family, financed the
temple's restoration. In AD 103-104, during Collega's office as high priest of the imperial cult, it
was rededicated to Apollo Klarios, the 'patris' and the 'Theoi Sebastoi', most probably continu-
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ing an already existing joint cult. It seems likey that, henceforth, the Klareia were associated with
the imperial cult. A similar situation existed at Termessos, where 'agones Sebasteioi Solymeioi'
were organized in honour of Zeus Solymeus and the emperor263.At Perge, the granting of the
'neocorate' also resulted in the organization of pentaeteric 'megala Kaisareia', while 'Artemeisia
Vespasianeia' followed once Domitian had granted the Artemis sanctuary asylum rights264.In
Side also, the Flavians gave the permission for the organisation of games with imperial privileg-
es265.In the east, 'agones' in honour of benefactors and kings had been held long before the
creation of the Roman empire. This meant that, except for making the audience acquainted with
the imperial family through its statuary, the introduction of the imperial cult and the connected
games continued Hellenistic practice266.The superb mix of local cult practice and of loyalty to the
emperors became one of the most important characteristics of the 'agones' of the imperial
period267.

The reconstruction of the Apollo Temple at Sagalassos, involving the first evidence for the use
of imported marble in the city, albeit only for wall veneer268,may have been part of a larger
building programme that affected the whole area around the Lower Agora. Since the temple was
already inaugurated in the beginning of Trajan' s reign, the whole project may have started under
Domitian. Possibly, after some temporary setback, the local elite again followed the example
already set by the Pamphylian cities. The Ionic capitals and the entablature of the 50-rn-long west
portico of the Lower Agora, correspond so well with those of the restored Apollo Temple that
they seem to be contemporary269.The southwest agora gate, built under Tiberius, may have been
truncated and rebuilt as part of the same restoration programme. The construction of the late 1stl
early 2ndcentury AD Odeion on a terrace overlooking the agora from the north most probably
completed the whole building project. It is striking that at Kremna and elsewhere in Pisidia, the
first certain major building activity since the early Principate belongs to the same period. At
Kremna, this was the architrave of a secular building dedicated to Nerva. Trajan is only represent-
ed here through a statue base270.In Termessos also, three honorific inscriptions to Trajan have
been found271.In Adada, however, the emperor was given a hexastyle prostylos temple, built in
the Ionic order, possibly instigated by his visit to Pisidia in AD 114272.The construction of an
honorific monument dedicated to Trajan at Sagalassos may have been inspired by the same
occasion. It is characterized by the same plain, undecorated architecture as that of the Apollo
temple, the west portico and the Odeion. The monument is dedicated to Trajan and the 'polis' by
Tib. Claudius Aquila, son of Tib. Claudius Neon and grandcousin of Tib. Claudius Piso, togeth-
er with a brother (Pius) and his sister, the above-mentioned Claudia Severa273.The preserved titles
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of the emperor - Germanicus and Dacicus - mean that it dates to after AD 102. This monument

was a kind of prostyle structure with an apsidal cella probably housing a statue of Trajan. It faces
the entrance of the city's stadium. This location, which in itself makes no sense as the site of an
honorific monument, since it is too far outside the city, confirms that the stadium was older than
the reign of Trajan. Another statue base for Trajan was found along the main north-south street
in the lower part of the city274.This resumption of public and honorific construction in Pisidia
during the reign of Trajan stands in a remarkable contrast with the absence of similar activities in
Pamphylia275.

To summarize, during the period under consideration, the number of local Roman citizens

increased considerably, while some of them even attained already the status of Roman knight.
Besides the Tiberii Claudii of the first generation of Roman citizens of Sagalassos, other families
(Titi Flavii) who had more recently become civis Romanus started to play a major role. Possibly
as the result of a se{smiccatastrophe, public building came to a temporary stop and would only
resume with certainty, although less exuberantly than before, in late Flavian times and under
Trajan. However, the local elite continued its euergetism in the organization of the Klareia and
other games and soon also in the imperial cult. The organization of these games and of the cult, as
well as sponsoring the statues for the victors of the games, must have absorbed a lot of private
wealth.

I

FROM HADRIAN TO COMMODUS (AD 138-192)

This trend continued at an accelerating pace during the 2ndcentury AD. Despite the fact that the
century that began with the reign of Hadrian would again see puhlic building in full swing in the
Greek east, not least promoted by Hadrian himself, games and festivals became big rivals for
attracting private funds and for offering individual and municipal prestige276.However, during
the period under consideration, euergetism through public construction reached its peak at
Sagalassos. Most probably under Hadrian, and at the latest by AD 130-133, Sagalassos was
reunited with Lycia-Pamphylia and its citizens would have been conscious of the enormous
building activities in Pamphylia, where the 'Imperial marble style', stimulated by the import of
cheap Prokonnes'ian marble, would transform the cities. Sagalassos also underwent a complete
facelift, with structures surpassing in size and exuberance those of the Julio-Claudian period, but
due to transport problems, the cheap Prokonnesian marble was not available. Instead, the local

building lords had to rely on expensive Dokimeian marble for wall veneering and exceptionally
also for columns. For statuary, marble from the same quarries and from Aphrodisias was used.
Both quarries could send their products overland and the greater part of the journey was
downhill277.

The start of the local building boom was initiated by a local aristocrat, Ti. Flavius Severianus
Neon. He was the grandson of the new civis Romanus who had introduced the imperial cult at
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Sagalassos and of Claudia Severa, member of the Tiberii Claudii who had dominated the city
during the larger part of the 1stcentury AD. This union between what must have been the two
most influential families of the city can best be compared with that of C. Julius Cornutus
Tertullus, senator under Trajan, and of Plancia Magna, daughter of M. Plancius Varus, at Perge.
Although she scarcely lived in Perge during the period under consideration, Plancia Magna was
responsible for most of the building activities in that city later in her life, between AD 121 and
126278.Ti. Flavius Severianus Neon and, later also his wife, Ulpiana Noe, apparently played a
similar role at Sagalassos, possibly inspired by the activities of their counterparts at Perge. The
basis of the family's wealth must have been in land, but Neon's known and putative building
activities in the city involved the use of so much brick that he may also have been involved in
ceramic production. During his earlier years of building, Sagalassos most probably still belonged
to the province of Asia. Indeed, its public architecture of this period shows pronounced influenc-
es from the provincial capital of Ephesus.

This can be seen, firstly, in the library built by Ti. Flavius Severianus Neon around 120-
130 AD and dedicated to the memory of his father, Ti. Flavius Dareius. This building was really
a 'dynastic' monument, apparently offered to the city as a library, but in honour of the whole
family, including a paternal uncle who had been promoted to a Roman knight, and a paternal
aunt, who had married into the family of M. Julii, either a local family or one originating from
Attaleia. As part of his doctoral research, Loots recently showed that the monument was
originally intended to honour Neon's homonymous grandfather, who had been the first Roman
citizen of the family, but that during construction it was transformed into a building dedicated to
Severianus Neon's father279.The whole concept of dedicating a library to the memory of a
deceased aristocrat seems inspired by that of the Celsus Library at Ephesus, dedicated around
AD 120 by Ti. Julius Aquila to the memory of his father, Ti. Julius Celsus Polemeanus280.Not
only the ideological concept, but even the building technology of the Neon Library se'ems
influenced by that of its famous counterpart at Ephesus. Here, the use of fired brick throughout
the interior walls seems to have been introduced as a clear sign of 'Romanitas' by an ex-consul
and thus became the first major structure in Asia Minor with solid brick walk181.At Sagalassos,
the Neon Library made use of the same technique in the same part of the building. The
correspondence is too pronounced to be a mere coincidence. Besides the inscription gallery in his
library and the dedication on his monumental tomb, the largest structure of its kind at Sagalas-
SOS282,Severianus Neon is already known from five other inscriptions (one still unpublished) on
statue bases spread over the Upper and the Lower Agora, in which he is honoured by the
'geraioi', the 'boule and the demos', and the 'patris' as the (in one case 'eternal') 'ktistes' of the
city283.His image must have been widely on show. Such a display of gratitude ~owards one single
man was certainly not inspired by the construction of a relativelysimple library alone, which -
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above all was a kind of 'heroon' for the family. He must have been an exceptional benefactor. He
may, for instance, have mediated the transfer from Asia to Lycia-Pamphylia,which, as we have
said above, respected the economic realities and ties between the two areas.

However, we believe that Severianus Neon may also have been involved in the construction of
the largest monument ever built at Sagalassos, the Roman baths, which used tons of bricks like
the ones used in the library. The excavations of this bath complex are still ongoing. It consists of
three floor levels: an upper floor, which housed the actual baths, an intermediary floor for heating
purposes and a ground floor. The latter consists of a number of rooms of c. 100 sq metres with
perfectly preserved brick vaults284.These formed an immense. terrace upon which the bath
complex rested. During the 1999 season, test soundings revealed that the beginning of the whole
building operation must have been roughly contemporary with that of the Neon Library. In

2000, fragments of a long marble inscription were found in what was originally most probably a
'Marmor-' or 'Kaisersaal', converted into a caldarium during the 6thcentury AD, and these were
identified as the dedication of the monument, in AD 165, to the emperors Marcus Aurelius and
Lucius Verus. This means that the whole structure was completed in only one generation. Here
again, the Harbour Baths at Ephesus, which may have been conceived in the reign of Domitian,
but whose construction continued into the first half of the 2ndcentury AD, may have been the
model285.The lower part of these baths still consists of ashlar, but the upper wall sections are of
solid brick. It is very tempting to suggest that the construction of the baths at Ephesus may have
inspired the Sagalassians to built a huge bath complex in their city, even if theirs are of a total
different type, with an asymmetrical plan, as was frequent in southern Anatolia, although not on
the same scale286.On the other hand, their vaulted substructure could have been inspired by the
enormous terrace that supported the Temple of Domitian at Ephesus.

The number of honorific inscriptions for T. Flavius Severianus Neon suggests that the man
dominated Sagalassos as no one before or after him ever did. Therefore, it is probable that he
played a role in the construction of the baths, even if the dedicatory inscription, dating from some
time after his death, was set up by the city of Sagalassos itself. Usually, baths were sponsored by
the city's wealthy patrons, who thus contributed considerably to the quality of urban life. They
became real pleasure palaces of the urban population, but at the same time had a high social
significance287.In fact, they rapidly replaced the old agoras, which had become closed courtyards
principally displaying the status of the local elite, as the real centres of public life288.Whoever
took the initiative of building the bath complex at Sagalassos therefore gave the urban population
a structure that fulfilled its needs for comfort, luxury and leisure, but above all for having a place
for itself. Such a gift would almost certainly have triggered a wave of gratitude such as that
expressed in the many dedications to Ti. Flavius Severianus Neon as 'ktistes' of the city.

At the moment when, during the second half of Hadrian's reign, the Roman baths were still in
scaffolding on the east side of the Lower Agora another public monument rose, on a terrace to the
north of the square. The edge of this terrace was formed by the plain and simple Odeion, built
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around the turn of the 1st to the 2ndcentury AD. Its unappealing fac;adewas apparently considered
to have become inappropriate for the city's second main square and it was therefore concealed
behind a two-storey high nymphaeum of the tabernacle type, clearly inspired by the nymphaeum
of Laecanius Bassus and that of Trajan at Ephesus, and to a lesser extent by that ofTrajan's father
at Miletus. It is striking that, here again, the prototypes seem to have come from the capital of
Asia. The use of these multi-storied columnar fac;ades as screens and framing devices, here
introduced to create a vista at the end of the main north-south street and to hide a less

representative building, would become one of the characteristics of Anatolian urban architecture
during the imperial period289.

This fountain was the first public structure of the 2ndcentury AD to make use again of the
Corinthian order. Its rich architectural decoration indicates that the building team came from
Pamphylia (Vandeput)29o.This is not surprising since, before the end of Hadrian's reign, Sagalas-
sos had become part of the province Lycia-Pamphylia and it is quite understandable that all
buildings dated to the second half of the 2ndcentury AD should show Pamphylian influences in
their decoration291.Apparently, towards the end of the Hadrianic period, there were so much
building activity in Sagalassos that the local 'Bauhiitte' could not fulfil the orders.

In fact, during the second half of Hadrian's reign, the Sagalassians also decided to build a
sanctuary for the emperor that would be more suitable for such a prosperous city as theirs than
the rather simple Temple of Apollo Klarios that had housed the imperial cult since the Flavian
period. A beautiful Corinthian peripteros, using a bichrome combination of coloured local
stone292,was constructed in the axis of a large peristyle courtyard, accessed via a Propylon293.
Possibly, one of Hadrian's visits to Pamphylia and Pisidia, in AD 123, 128-129 or 131-132294,
may have been the occasion of the start of building operations. However, when Hadrian died
before the sanctuary was completed, it was dedicated to his successor, Antoninus Pius, but
possibly also to the divine Hadrian and even Zeus295.Hadrian also received a statue on the Upper
Agora296.

During Hadrian's reign, Sagalassos thus witnessed a resumption of the prolific building
activity that had characterized the Julio-Claudian period in the city. This renewed activity re-
introduced the richly decorated Corinthian order and, due to a lack of regional marbles, relied on
coloured local stone. A similar building frenzy occurred in several other cities of Pisidia. At
Kremna, Hadrian's reign even saw the first major construction since the creation of the colony,
more than a century before. Most probably c. 120-125 AD, a local citizen L. Fabricius Longus
supervised the foundation of a new political centre for the colony in the construction of a forum
and a basilica, dedicated by his wife and daughter to Hadrian and the 'divus Trajanus'. Compared
to the architecture of Sagalassos and other cities in Anatolia, the whole project must have
appeared old-fashioned, since it used the Doric order, which had been comn1on in many Pisidian
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towns until that period and certainly did not present technical challenges to local craftsmen297.
However, the double dedication might suggest that the whole project had already been planned
under Trajan. The new type of architecture must have reached the city shortly afterwards, when
early in Hadrian's reign a small Ionic or Corinthian temple was built to the west of the forum and
a probably Corinthian prostyle temple may have been dedicated to the emperor himself298.At
Selge, towards the end of Hadrian's reign, a temple was erected for L. Aelius Caesar and most
probably for Hadrian himself299.At Termessos, the propylon of a sanctuary in the lower city was
also dedicated to Hadrian, who was honoured with many inscriptions all over the city, as well as
a cult300.At Pisidian Antioch, in AD 129, a city gate inspired by the Propyl on of the Sanctuary of
Augustus was dedicated to Hadrian and Sabina, most probably on the occasion of the emperor's
visit to the interior of Asia Minor. At Pamphylian Attaleia and Perge, Hadrian's visits were also
the occasion for theiconstruction of city gates dedicated to the emperor30I.

In most of these cities, building activity continued during the rest of the Antonine period. At
Sagalassos,.the prestigious (second) temple of the imperial cult was completed under Antoninus
Pius. Its dedication, if correctly restored, is so far the first inscription in which the city claims to
be the »first city of Pisidia, friend and ally of the Romans«302.The dedication to M. Aurelius and
L. Verus in the Roman baths repeated this. Henceforth, the title would occur in several official
inscriptions until the reign of Constantine3O3and it was also used on local coins during the yd
century AD, from Herennius Etruscus to Salonina3O4.This terminology was used by many other
cities in the east, including Pisidia. Termessus used it under Marcus Aurelius, because as a free
city it had ~ent troops to help the emperor in his wars in Europe. During the reign of Septimius
Severus, Pisidian Antioch would adopt the Latin version of the title, socia Romanorum, abbrevi-
ated to SR, on its coins. Here as well, the terminology embodied the notion of an independent but
loyal city, which sent recruits, provisions and equipment to the armies in the east. During the yd
century, similar titles were used by Sillyon, Aspendos and Side, which last city clearly used them
to express its loyalty to the Romans and the strategic importance of its port305.Selge took the title
in the middle of the yd century306.It seems likely therefore that, from middle Antonine times
onwards, Sagalassos had sent provisions, equipment and possibly also recruits to help the Roman
armIes.

The construction of the Roman baths of Sagalassos continued during the reign of Antoninus
Pius. At the same time, another temple, possibly dedicated to Dionysos, and a shrine (NW
Shrine) were completed307.The construction of the former, however, may date back to the late
Hadrianic period. At Kremna, the emperor was honoured by a small temple, and a small
Propylon was completed during his reign. Construction of the colonnaded street seems also to
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have begun under Antoninus Pius3O8.In the small, still unidentified urban site of Melli, to the
southeast of Kremna, an architrave carries a dedication to the same emperor. The site also
contains the base of a statue of him3O9.Another dedication set up by a priest of the emperor was
copied at Pogla31O.At Termessos, there are several dedications to Antoninus Pius311.At Selge, the
reign of the emperor may have seen the start of the construction of a theatre, a colonnaded street
and a stadium, although the arguments for dating are very weak312.Thus far, there is no
chronological evidence for dating the construction of a colonnade in the main north-south street
of Sagalassos, but it is very likely that as elsewhere in Anatolia, for example at Perge, this was
during the 2ndcentury AD. At Pamphylian Side, the reign of Antoninus Pius must have been the
start of a prolific building activity that continued into the next century313.The emperor's
prominence in the affection of Southern Anatolia may have been related to his intervention
(including the reconstruction of the Artemis Temple at Termessos) after a great earthquake314.

At Sagalassos, the reign of Marcus Aurelius saw the completion of the Roman baths in AD 165
(see above). At the same time, two other major constructions arose at either side of the Upper
Agora. Firstly, in AD 166 or a little later, a local citizen who had received his citizenship from
Hadrian, P. Aelius Akulas, archiereus of the emperors, dedicated a Macellum to Marcus Aurelius,
most probably in honour of his Parthian victory315.This complex, composed of a closed court-
yard with a central tholos followed western prototypes316.In the case of Sagalassos, however, the
structure was most probably modelled on a similar, but larger Macellum built at Perge, during the
reign of Antoninus Pius or Marcus Aurelius317.A similar edifice was also erected at nearby Side at
the same time318.The emperor was also honoured with a statue by the 'boule' of Sagalassos319.
P. Aelius Akulas had been married to a certain P. Aelia Ulpiana Noe, with whom he had a
daughter, P. Aelia Arruntia, who married P. Aelius Mettius Philippus. Akulas and Ulpiana Noe
apparently divorced and she then married T. Flavius Severianus Neon, the founder of the Neon
Library, who must have been already quite old. After his death, she constructed a large mausole-
um to him, to her deceased daughter and to herself32°.But Ulpiana Noe most probably also
financed the construction of the city's largest and most beautiful fountain, built during the reign
of Marcus Aurelius, on the opposite side of the Upper Agora321.The statuary of this building, a
real polychrome structure, including statues of her and of her daughter, as well as inscriptions to
other family members, suggests that she was involved in its construction322.Instead of repeating
the two-storeyed aediculated fa~ade of the late Hadrianic nymphaeum on the Lower Agora, the
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new fountain had only one storey containing six tabernacles. With its single floor, the structure
may have inspired both a third nymphaeum erected towards the end of the same century or
rather later on the Lower Agora and the stage building of the city's theatre, built in AD 180-200.
A yd century AD nymphaeum at Side may also have followed thisprototype323. With its
Aphrodisian sculptures, the building must have cost a fortune.

Marcus Aurelius' reign thus saw the completion of some of the city's most prestigious
structures: the Roman baths, the city's tallestnymphaeum, and a food market. It is very likely
that even the construction of the theatre, of which the stage building ,was completed during the
last two decades of the same century, was begun during this reign. All this building activity may
gradually have exceeded the financial resources of the city and its elite. Thus, during or shortly
after the reign of Marcus Aurelius324the city of Sagalassos set up a statue at Termessus to honour
a Termessian citizer and priest of that city's cult of the 'Thea Roma Sebaste' and 'Zeus Solymeus',
M. Aurelius Meidianus Platoninianus Varus. This man was honoured for his activities as logistes
at Sagalassos and in his hometown325.Such logistai, or curatores were, from the late 1stcentury
AD, appointed by the provincial governors to examine cities' finances and prevent them from
overspending. During the 2ndcentury AD, it became popular, as clearly was the case here, to
appoint esteemed citizens from neighbouring towns to this job326.Meidianus Platoninianus
Varus seems to have been the 'patronus' of the leather workers of Termessus327.The length of his
name became characteristic of the Pisidian elite, especially during the yd century AD, when they
wanted to distinguish themselves from the common citizens, who after AD 212, all became
'Romans' and Aurelii328.A S..a,g<!I<!s.§!<!.!U!!:!~t~ocr~,J>-,-1\eliusQuintus Claudius Philippianus Vart.l§,
agonDthetl5".f~Llife=oLth~J(Jareia~andpriest.9LthejmperiaLcult.in.which function he organized
during four full days gladiatorial games in his hometown, may have been a contemporary or

slightly younger aristocrat. This man, who also financed '~es' bearing his name (Vareia) was
honoured at Sagalassos by the syntechnia of the wool dye~It is very tempting to connect the
fQuLdays of glliliJltorialg<!m~HhaL1Le-.QIganizedwith the-.QFening_oLthe_ne.w_th~atre..

There was also building activity elsewhere in Pisidia under Marcus Aurelius. At Kremna, a
building was dedicated to him and to his son, Commodus33°. At Sia, he was honoured by the
'demos'33I. At Ariassos, there must have existed a Sebasteion under Marcus Aurelius, since it
contained a statue of L. Verus332.At Termessos, priesthoods of the emperor are documented in
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inscriptions333.
During the reign of Commodus, building activity gradually seems to have come to an end at

Sagalassos, perhaps because of problems with overextended finances of the city and its elite. The
only building that can be attributed to this period, although construction possibly continued into
early Severan times, seems to have been the stage building of the local theatre334.The date of the
auditorium is unknown, but it must be older than the stage building. If the whole structure were
Antonine in date, it probably replaced an older structure, most probably on the same site.
Commodus was also honoured with a statue in the Temple of Antoninus Pius335.Similar
dedications are known from Melli and from Termessos, where he is called 'theos' and had a
priesthood336.At Kremna, a temple with a Syrian gable, possibly a Heroon, may have been built
during his reign337.At Adada, the construction of the temple of the Augusti and of Zeus Sarapis
Megistos, instigated by a local couple, could date to the reign of Commodus, although it may be
Severan338.

On the whole, the Hadrianic and Antonine periods saw the greatest building activity at
Sagalassos, when not only the largest, but also the most richly decorated monuments were
constructed in the city. However, this was part of a general building boom in Southern Anatolia,
in which Sagalassos, although its monuments far surpassed those erected elsewhere in Pisidia, was
no longer so much ahead of other urban settlements as it was in Julio-Claudian times. The
initiative for building seems to have come both from the municipal authorities and from the elite,
who were in effect identical. Much money was invested in religious monuments, especially those
related to the imperial cult, but most of the buildings were public amenities that made the lives of
the urban population more comfortable and relaxed: public fountains, baths, a food market, a
library and a theatre. Yet, the real purpose of those monuments may have been to underline the
wealth and the status of the benefactors, who sometimes dedicated even secular structures (baths,
food market) to members of the imperial house, thus locating themselves prominently within the
circleof itsprovincialsupporters.From the late 1st century AD onward, agonisticinscriptionson
statue bases for victors of the Klareia at Sagalassos gave only a few lines to the honoured athlete,
but enlarged on the career of the 'agonothetes'339.

These 2ndcentury AD buildings mostly continue the localtradition. Even if western influences
are sometimes obvious, either in the technology (fired brick) or in the building types (baths,
Macellum), it is obvious that the prototypes were actually Anatolian, so that the buildings would
not appear western in style, but imitative of structures from the more prosperous cities of the
east. Their adaptation and/or adoption may thus have been a sign of prosperity rather than a
symbol of 'Romanitas'.
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THE SEVERAN DYNASTY AND THE 3RD CENTURY AD

I1

There can be no doubt that, during the next dynasty, that of the Severi, the heyday of public
building at Sagalassos were over. Septimius Severus was honoured in the temple of the imperial
cult with a statue340,but the only certain early Severan construction, except perhaps for the
completion of the theatre or its stage building, was a third nymphaeum built on the north side of
the Lower Agora, on a level immediately below the late Hadrianic -nymphaeum. This structure,
discovered in 2000 and only partially excavated, followed the model of the nymphaeum on the
Upper Agora (one floor of aediculae), although on a smaller scale. As the architectural ornament
of the entablature shows, it was never completed. This decoration can best be compared with that
of a tholos at Pi~idian Antioch, dated by an inscription to the reign of Caracalla341.In AD 212,
possibly after granting Roman citizenship to all free men of the empire, this emperor was
honoured with a statue on the Upper Agora of Sagalassos.The inscription on its statue base hails
him as the »saviour and founder« of the city342.Another statue base of Caracalla was recovered
near the Apollo Klarios sanctuary343.A large triple gateway, erected at a major street crossing to
the north of the Roman baths, the last great public structure to be built for a while at Sagalassos,
dated to the first quarter of the 3rdcentury, may have been dedicated to Septimius Severus (and
family), to Caracalla, or to one of the latter's next two successors, I-teliogabalus or Alexander
Severus. The former is rather unlikely, since a senator of Sagalassian origin tried to usurp his
throne (see below). Alexander Severus may have had a victory arch erected in honour of his
successful campaigns in Mesopotamia in AD 231-233, as he was honoured with an arch by a local
aristocrat at Ariassos344.At Kremna, during the first two decades of the yd century AD, a large
propylon near the forum was again dedicated to the Severan £amily345.A 'tripylon' dedicated by
the city to Septimius Severus and Caracalla is also known at Balboura346.So it seems that the
construction of monumental arches became a favourite expression of loyalty towards the Severan
dynasty. Possibly this was related to the fact that, when Septimius Severus, in AD 193, created
two new legions (Legio I et III Parthica), he recruited heavily in Pisidia and in Pamphylia347.The
region may therefore have felt a special involvement in the military successes of the Severi. In
view of the competition among cities, it is likely that the construction of a gateway at Sagalassos
should be placed in the same context.

However, compared to the rest of Pisidia and especially to Pamphylia, public construction of
the Severan period is rather poorly represented at Sagalassos. At Selge, the first half of the 3rd
century AD became the period of the city's greatest prosperity and building activity348.At
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Kremna, beside the great propylon, an Ionic temple was built during the early Severan period349.
Next to the possibly Severan temple of the Sebastoi and Zeus Sarapis Megistos (see above), Adada
saw the construction of a tholos dedicated to the emperors and Aphrodite, as well as that of a
gymnasium and a temple tomb35°.Statue bases for Septimius Severus are known from Panemotei-
chos, Ariassos, Melli and Sia, where a monument to the Severan family was erected351.The
Severan emperors were also worshipped in the Neronian Sebasteion of Bubon352.Statue bases for
Septimius Severus were further copied at Conana and, for Julia Domna, at Pogla and Lysinia353.
The ruins of Termessos produced several dedications to Septimius Severus and priesthoods of the
imperial cult354.Statue bases, dedications to or priesthoods of Caracalla are known from Sia,
Melli, Kestel, Pogla and Termessos355.Alexander Severus received statues at Sagalassos356and
Ariassos, where he was also honoured with an arch357.There is evidence for his cult at Termes-
SOS358.

At Perge, there was enormous building activity under Septimius Severus in the southern part
of the city including the construction of an arch and a nymphaeum359.During the reign of the
emperor and that of his son Caracalla, the Sidetans built the largest nymphaeum in all Asia Minor,
as well as an arch in honour of the emperor's Parthian victory36o.

Comparing building activity at Sagalassos with that elsewhere in Pisidia, and certainly with
that in Pamphylia, it is obvious that from the Severan period onward, the city gradually lost its
monopoly of building the largest and most representative monuments of contemporary Pisidia.
The reason for this may have been the growing strategic role of Pisidia and the neighbouring area
of Southern Anatolia in the Roman campaigns against the Sassanians in Syria and in Mesopota-
mia. The area supplied not only food and equipment, but also army recruits. During the yd
century AD, all these goods were shipped from the port of Side, which during the second half of
the century became the place where the Roman fleet was stationed and the base for military
operations against both the Persians and the Goths. Coins of Sagalassos depicting corn ears or
commemorating a 'Homonoia' with Side illustrate the part that Sagalassos also had in these
events361.However, it is obvious that areas closer to Pamphylia profited most from this new
situation. This explains also the sudden flourishing of Selge during the yd century AD: S-elgewas
undoubtedly the major Pisidian city of the Hellenistic period, but had dwindled into oblivion
since the beginning of the Principate. It also explains why smaller sites in Southern Pisidia
(Ariassos, Melli, Sia) now gained monumental buildings. As was recently shown by Mitchell, it
was only during this century of growing instability and political change that the great majority of
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Pisidian towns aligned themselves both on a public (monuments) and on a private level (nomen-
clature) with the Romans and, in his view, became fully 'Romanized'. Reaping the harvest of their
region's strategic importance, Roman landowners in smaller communities now embraced the
culture of Roman power and the army362.To secure the strategic importance of the region for the
empire, members of these land-holding elites were promoted to play prominent roles in the
emperor's service. Several of them became Roman senators and formed a provincial aristocracy,
linked through marriage and kinship with the elite in other towns363.

This rapid social change also affected the aristocracy of Sagalassos. A native knight of the city,
L. Gellius Maximus, thus became a personal physician of Caracalla and followed him as archiater
to Alexandria, where the emperor appointed him as director of the famous Mouseion. After
Carracalla's assassination in AD 217, he may have returned to his native city, which honoured
him as 'euergetes of the fatherland' with a statue on the Lower Agora364.His personal acquaint-
ance with the elmperor must certainly have played a role in the promotion of the family to the
Roman senate. In fact, a son of the same name, Gellius Maximus, senator and commander of the

legio III I Scythica stationed at the Euphrates, rose against Heliogabalus in AD 219 and attempt-
ed to become emperor himself, which eventually cost him his life365.He may have been the first
senator of Sagalassos, but his career ended in blood. However, others followed: during the first
half of the yd century AD, Sagalassos produced at least three more senators, Claudius Dometil-
lianus Proculus, Aufidius Coresnius Marcellus Zminthius and M. Ulpius Kallippianus, the last
two of whom became governors of the province Lycia-Pamphylia366.A local knight, Terentius
Marcianus,_a}s~o~~~al!le eque~trian_g~verEor --~tJ:h~~~~~_p.!ovj~~~ejE_.AI>~?_8~~e~_<!~o_~e).
M. Ulpius Kallippianus must have been related to the consulares family of the M. Ulpii at
Kremna. He also founded in his native city, next to th~lareia and the Vareia (see above), an
agonistic festival that was called after him (Kallipianeid'f5/. As the coinage and agonistic inscrip-
tions from all over Pisidia reveal, competitive sport and agones, especially wrestling, became
extremely popular during the yd century AD, when the political situation made martial abilities,
which had always been prominent in Pisidia, more than ever a cultural and aesthetic ide45JThis
also helps to explain why in Sagalassos, which towards the end of the 2ndcentury AD already
possessed all the public amenities characterizing a major city, the elite henceforth invested its
money in festivals and games.

CONCLUSION: THE ROMANIZATION OF SAGALASSOS AND PISIDIA

A comparison of the urban developments at Sagalassos between the Hellenistic period and the
three centuries that followed the installation of the Principate, shows a complete transformation
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of the urban settlement, both in character and morphology. The mainly functional and simple
architecture of the Hellenistic period, illustrating above all the city's autonomy, was superseded
by a kind of opulent, representative architecture that on the one hand emphasized the status of
the local elite and its ties with the Roman authorities and on the other hand was a showcase of the

city's wealth rather than a reflection of its political status. Yet, looking at Sagalassos and at most
other cities of Pisidia, there is no evidence of a deliberate Roman policy of 'Romanization' of the
native population. Augustus' intervention seems to have been restricted mainly to the pacifica-
tion of the region. This, rather than showing the provincials a small-scale copy of a 'Roman' city,
was also the main goal of his colonies in Southern Anatolia.

However, Augustus' approach had two factors that proved to be crucial for later develop-
ments. The first was the creation of exceptionally. favourable economic conditions with the
establishment of peace and stability, the introduction of a fair tax system and the creation of a
good road network. The second was the development of a system of municipal self-rule, based on
an oligarchic type of government in which the magistracies and 'leitourgiai' gradually merged
with one another, eventually leading to the creation of a ruling 'class'. The first factor offered the
local elites untold possibilities for increasing their fortunes by growing and exporting cash crops
or by investing in industry and trade. The second factor guaranteed these elites their elevated
status and even offered them the possibility of a wider separation from the rest of the urban

. population by allowingthem, asa rewardfor localinvolvement,to enter the Romanclasssystem,
so that they first became Roman citizens, but rapidly also knights and eventually even senators.
The elite of Sagalassos attained these levels under the Julio-Claudians, the Flavians and the Severi,
respectively. The Roman governor may also have occasionally promoted this development.

At Sagalassos,which had the advantage of being connected by a good road system with the rest
of Anatolia, and especially w.ith the Pamphylian ports, the municipal elite almost immediately
embraced the emperor's cause, which brought them many economic and social advantages. Right
from the start of the Empire, they invested their fortunes in monuments to embellish their city.
At first they mainly created monuments glorifying their own status and wealth, but towards the
end of the Julio-Claudian period they adopted a somewhat lower profile and stressed their ties
with the imperial house, which became the main beneficiary of their donations. In their buildings,
they replaced their old Doric architecture with the Ionic and especially the Corinthian order,
which was reminiscent of old Hellenistic royal opulence but had also become the preferred order
of the new masters. This contrasted sharply with the ongoing traditional and plain architecture in
most other native towns of the region. During the Flavian period and under Trajan, there was a
considerable drop in public building activity, perhaps because of natural catastrophes, and
eventually a return of the old plain architecture, which still was common ,inmost Pisidian towns.
Yet, this period also witnessed the introduction, by the local elite, bf the imperial cult at
Sagalassos.

During the Hadrianic and Antonine period, Sagalassos witnessed a second building boom.
However, this time it was less unique, since many other Pisidian towns rapidly went through
similar transformatio~s. Again the burden of public construction was carried by the local
aristocracies, who now mainly sponsored buildings for common use, increasing the comfort of
the common city dweller. However, by dedicating many of these structures to the imperial
household, they could still use these monuments to advertise their status and ties with the
emperor. By the reign of the Severi, Sagalassos began to lose its trend-setting role in Pisidia. This
was probably because of the growing strategic role of Pamphylia, which favoured the more
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southern districts of Pisidia, even previously backward mountain areas. In many smaller cities of
this area, decorated monumental architecture and Roman nomenclature were only introduced
during this period.

In the typology and decoration of the buildings of the imperial period, Sagalassos, in common
with most other cities later, mainly adopted building models and decorative schemes derived
from the monumental architecture and traditions of Asia Minor. New ideas were occasionally
included (for example, tabernacle fa<;adearchitecture), which had however been developed in
Anatolia itself, without direct Roman influence. Certainly in the early years of the Principate,
some decorative schemes may have come from the west, but they probably reached the city
indirectly through the Roman colonies in the region. Again, when at a later stage Roman
technology (for example, fired brick) and building types (the Macellum) were adopted at
Sagalassos, they had been imported from other major towns in Anatolia itself, so' that they were
introduced through aemulatio or municipal competition.

All available evidence from Sagalassos and from the other urban centres in Pisidia thus seems

to confIrm more or less Millett's notion of 'self-Romanization' by local elites, who were mainly
asserting their own social status. In Pisidia, 'Romanization' therefore seems to have been merely
a spontaneous change of mind of the local aristocracies, who, as Mitchell has already stressed369,
re-oriented themselves in support of the aims and the ideals of the Roman state, consciously
aligning their own interests with it, both publicly and privately. The trigger for this re-orienta-
tion was economic interest. This explains why at Sagalassos this already occurred, rather excep-
tionally, in Augustan times. The creation of the Roman road system especially favoured the
potential for growing and exporting cash crops and for investing in ceramic manufacture on the
part of the city's land-holding elite. Major cities that were not incorporated into this road system,
for example the previously principal city of Pisidia, Selge, dwindled into oblivion during the first
two centuries of the Principate. In the more remote communities, urban growth and monumen-
talization only took place when, from the Severan period onward, the strategic role of Pamphylia
offered them sudden possibilities for economic growth, so that the Roman cause also became
their cause.

Everywhere, this urban growth and development was a gradual process that renewed itself
continuously, influenced by other cities and competing with them sometimes for privileges and
imperial attention. So, there was no magic date at which the native population started to feel and
act like 'Rhomaioi'. This stage may have been reached in each settlement at different times, but it
seems to have been completed only under the Severi. During the 1st century AD, therefore, the
Pisidian cities honoured governors coming from Italy as their benefactors, but during the yd

369) Mitchell (1999) 421.
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century AD their native sons started to fulfil the same position in their own province.
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DOGU'NUN ROMALI~MASI. BiR DEGERLENDiRME: SAGALASSOS VE PisiDiA

(GUNEYBATI ANADOLU)

Ozet: Eyaletlerin Romahla§tmlmasl, giiniimiiz arkeoloji ve tarih ara§tlrmalanmn en ilgin~
boliimiinii olu§turmaktadlr. Daha onceleri, Romahla§tlrmamn, fethedilen kiiltiir ve halklann
memuriyet niifuzuyla sindirilerek, Roma sanatl, teknolojisi ve ya§am bi~iminin bilin~li olarak
yaygmla§tmlmasl oldugu kabul ediliyordu. Bu geli§me siirecinin tek yanh olmaYIP' iki hatta daha
~ok kiiltiir aktanmlanmn oldukp karma§lk sonucu oldugu, bu arada ortaya ~lkml§tlr. ilerideki
sayfalarda, doguda, orta biiyiikliikte bir ta§ra kenti olan Pisidia Sagalassos'unda bu etkiyi ara§tlr-
maYIdenemekteyim. Hellenistik donemden Principatus devrine kadar ge~en ii~yiizyrlhk siire~te,
kentle§me geli§mesinin bir kar§lla§tlnlmaSI, biiyiik ~apta bir kentle§me degi§imini gostermekte-
dir: Bu hem karakterinde hem de yaplsmdaki koklii bir degi§imdir.
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